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Stan 1'.!( Anally responds to questions during an interview in his office.

McAnally looks for Sllccess
as SIU fundraising director
By Phillip FioriDi
Staff Writer
Like the Saluki football team,
Stan McAnally may have a
banner year awaitm~ him as
director of the University's
fundraising office, The sm
Foundation.
With the creation of an
athletic fundraising office
within the Foundation lik~y
and ever-increasing efforts to
promote the strengths and
opportunities
of
SIU-C,
McAnally said he's confident of
reaching his goal of raising $5
million 19r the University in five
years. And maybe in fOllr years,
be said.
Cuh contributions to the
offi<"e for fiscal year 1983 t~
$1.8 million, a figm'" OWl' the
previous year representing an 8
percent increase, which was
"modest," McAnally said,
despite its being the first year of
the program.
Total gifts !!\creased 34
pe.-.:ent, and the office received
over $1 milliCID in Iilits of kind -

such as donations of equipment separate, we could do a much
used in various departments better job if we worked together
eom~ to $238,000 in gifts the
as a coordinated staff,"
preVIous year.
McAnally said. Having both
sru-c recenUv received two programr. within the foundation
grants toWing $iOO,OOO from the would elir!!inate chances of
Foundation, one establishing a missing a donation or asking the
scholarship fund for incoming same person, ~usiness or
freshman and the other for corporation twice, he said.
providing needed books and
McAnally said his job is
equipment for Morris Library. creating opportunities -for
A te.1efund campaign, where' people "to fet involved in the
contacts are" established by University.' But, he said, the
faculty and stalf through direct people themselves must decide
phone ~~. raiseQ $38,000 to donate first.
last year. T'nui Ye:'.!,'s telefund,
"People have to believe in the
whicb began Oct. 1 and will run mission ul the institution and its
four nights a week till the third stability, goals and leadershi:!),
week of November, is expected " no~ by me asking them to give."
1.. :"!lise more than $50,000 and
McAnally said his role
reach 30,000 people.
depends on enormous comMcAnally said it was "en- munication with faculty, colleJe
tirely possible" that an office deans and de]l8l'!roent ch8U'f~!' :-aising money specifically
men for input" Used to structure
for athletics could be creat..'Ci the grols and mission of sru-C.
within 90 days, 01' before the
McAnally said that crea!lS tap
new year. A person would be and identify their departmental
• hired to direct the program and needs, and then he takes those
efforts would he made to .needs to local and national
coordinate both staffs, he said.
"Instead of having ~t See McANALLY, Page 3

Watt quits
WASHINGTON (AP) - Interior Secretary James Watt,
embattled for nf!SH';y three
weeks over his remark about a
federal
advisory
panel,
resigned ': • .!day but will
remain i:. off.ce until Pres:dent
Re..gan names his successor.
Watt made the announcement
in a cow pasture at &. ranch
where he hall been vacationing
near Santa Barbara, Calif.,
telling reporters "the time has
come" to step down.
Reagan
accepted
the
resignation with reluctance and
said Watt had done "an outstanding job as a member of my
Cabinet and in his stewardship
of the natural resources of the
nation."
Reagan said Watt "has
initiated a careful balance
between the needs of people and
the importance of protecting the
envir&oment. His dedication to
. public service and his accomplishments as secretary of
the interior will long be
remembered. "
Reagan said Watt informed
nim of his deci;;ion to resign
during a telephone call shorUy
after 5 p.m. EDT.
Watt said he resigned because
"our usefulness ... has come to
an end." His letter of
resignation was hand delivered
to the president at 6 p.m. EDT.
There was no immediate
word on Watt's successor. But
White House aides have said for
the past several days that
candidates induded former
Sen. Clifford Hansen, RWyoming; J.J. Simmons, a
black Democrat, who works at
Interior; and Energy Secretary
Donald Hodel, a former Interior
Department official.

The controversy was touched
off Sept. 21 when Walt told a
Chamber of Commerce bredkfast that an Interior Dep;u1ment advisory commIttee
contained a "a black .... a
women, two Jews ar,d a cripple."
The
remark prompted
several Republican serultOrs to
demand his resignation and led
Senate Minority Leader Robert
C. Byrd, D-W.Va., to prtrose a
formal resolution calling for
Watt to re5ign.
As recenUy as last Wed·
nesday, Reagan was defending
Watt, declarirlg that his
statement was a "stupid"
remark but was not an impeachable offense.
But Watt's support continued
deteriorate
in
the
to
Republican-controlled Senate.
Majority Leader Howard
Baker, R-Tenn., said he could

~~!o~~~r:~~ ~~~~ ggs:l::~:

expected it to pass easily in
what would have been a
humiliating repudiation of one
of Reagan's cabinet officials.

.Gus says that in the case of Watt

the pressure of the Senate
turned out to be stronger than
Mother Nature.

Bomb rips through site;
16 South Koreans dead
RANGOON,Burma (AP)-A
terrorist bomb appu".:ntly
meant for South KJrean
President Chun Doo-hwan
ripped through a memorial site
Sunday, killing four of his
cabinet ministers, the ambassador to Burma and several
top aides.
The governments of Burma
and South Korea said 16 South
Koreans and three Burmese
journalists were killed by. the
explosion at the Martyr's
Mausoleum in Rangoon min'Jtes
before Chun arrived for the
ceremony. They said at least 48
people were wounded, including
two Burmese cabinet ministers
and 15 high-ranking South
Koreans.
South Korean officials accused
North
Korea
of
engineering the explosion,
which devastated the senior
leadership of Chun's gO'lern-"
ment. It came on the fl1'St day of
a scheduled HI·day presidential

goodwill tour.
Burmese and South Korean
officials said Chun and his wife
imm~jately flew back to Seoul,
canceling the remainder of the
trip. In Seoul, police sealed off
the airport before the arrival
and stopped reporters from
entering.
South Korean P:ime Minister
Kim Sang-hyup held two
emergency cabinet meetings,
decreed a nationwide alert f~
the armed forces and dispatched an emergency medical
team to Rangoon to care for the
South Korean wounded.
Witnessa and government
accounts said C"nun's limousine
was three minutes away from
the memorial site, where he
was to lay a wreath, when a
tremendous explosion shattered
the mausoleum building's roof,
sending up a billowing cloud of
smoke and engulfing most of the
South Korean dele,latinn.

Thompson says no to prison at BSC
By Anne FlaIU
Staff Wriw

A day before city and
University groups were to make
a major push for opposition t.o
the propOsed sale of the Baptist
Center to the Department of
Corrections for use as a
minimum-security prison, Gov.
James Thompson announced
that the state will not buy or
lease the facility.
"Given the close proximity to
the main campus at sm and the
concerns of area residents, I
have told the department to"
cease it:, negotiations for the

pr~peyr.ty," Thompson said
Frida
Woody Mosgers, Thompson
pn!SS aIde, said Friday that the
decision was reached after
community oppcr!!~"!1 became
evident. Mosgers said that the
governor also consUilted with
area legislators, ineludinfl state
Reps. Ralph Dunn, R-115tb
District, and Robert Winchester, R-118th District.
"The ~overnor has said in the
past that the state will not put a
correctit;nal facility of anr kind
in a community which IS not
inerested in having one,"
Mosgers said.

Mt16gers said a similar DOC
plan calling for the use of one of
the campsites at Touch of

Nature IS still under consideration.
Carbondale Mayor Helen
Westberg said Friday she had
heard rumors of possible
gubernatorial action, but added
that prior to Friday's announcement, she wasn't sure
what kind of acti')n that may
have been.
"It feels good to have won,"
Westberg said. "I think the
governor could foretell the
results, and 1 think it'!l fortunate that the governor acted

before Parent's Weekend."
Westberg said the city and the
Undergraduate Student
Organization had planned A
major ~tition dri\'e at "crucial
poinbt' throughout the campus
and city.
. ,
Westberg said the plan called
~or petitioners to be stationed at
the Student Center, University
Mall, Murdale Shopping Center,
Farmer's Market, and at area
churches.
Westberg expressed thanks to
community members and
Stephanie Jsckson, USO vice
president. '
"I think that the &mount of

involvement we receieved says
something about this communit.y," Westberg said. "I'm
reaHy gratified at the
willingness of people to get out
and help."
Jackson said she expecto~ to
collect over 700 names by the
end of Friday's petitian driv~,
Jackson said despi~e the
governor's announeement, the
remaining petitions will be sent
to .Thompson's office, the
Illinois
State
Baptist
Association and Micheal Lane.
director of the DOC.
See PRISON, Page 3

News Roundup-City Council begins working
u.s. to improve radar coverage
on new bonds for hotel, garage
i

By Patrick WUllams
Staff Writer

N'ews <Rnalysis

After nearly 10 years of anticipation - and having its
fmgers burned after its land
acquisition ordinance was ruled
unconstitutional by the Dlinois
Supreme Court - the City
Council has become circumspect in its dealings to
complete the downtown conference center.
For in'ltance, last week the
council approved a measure
bearing a set of qualifications
that will keep it from committing itself before it is certain
work on the center will proceed.
The council voted to hire the
ftrm of Borge and Pitt of
Chicago as bond counsel in ~o
actions on the city'3 general
obligation parking garage
bonds.
The fum will handle the
cancellation of $4.2 million
worth of unused 1981 parking
garage bonds. Money from the
bonds will be l:sed to buy
securities. Ea~ from the
securities will pay tv. the

bonds, which were issued at a
12.5 percent interest rate, accordmg
to
Community
Development Director· Don
Monty.
The city, throu~ Borge and
Pitt, will then reISSue parking
garage bonds at an interest rate
closer to 9.5 percent.
But before the parking garage
bonds are reissued, Monty said,
the city must approve issuance
of $!::.5 millioll in revenue bonds
Cor the conference center itself a 240-room hotel to be owned by
developer Stan Hoye.
Before hotel bonds are issued,
the city must acquire 17 parcels
of land from private owners at
the proposed site for the center.
And a delay in land acquisition,
caused by court nullification of
the "quick take" ordinance,
caused the original parking
garage L-onds to go unused. The
city had hoped to use eminent
domain to acquire the pro~rty
needed for the project through

,WASHINGTON C~) -:- u.S. civilian and military agencies
say they are working to llrprove the radar and radio coverage
,of ~e North Pa~iIic air routes from which Korean Air Lines
Flight 007 made Its fa tal intrusion into Soviet airspace.
~e F~eral Ayiation Administration- fnltially closed "R.
20, the lUI' corndor from whi~h the plane strayed But it
reopened the route. in !ate SI~ptember after its saf~ty was
reassessed.and naVIgabonalliids were checked.
n ~~ c~mdor, the most northerly of five across the North
!lcifl~,!s used by thousands of planes annually and is popular
WIth au-lines because it is the shortest pathway from Alaska to
the Fl!J" East.

the land acquisition ordinance.
The dday, issuance, and
reissuance of bonds has been
cos~y for the city. When the
original revenue and parking
garage bonds went unused, the
city was required to pay Hoye a
$140,000 interest penalty. In
aa. ... tion, the city paid Hoye
$321,000 to cover the expense of
issuing the first garage bonds.
Hoye will pay for the new issue.
Also, the city has already paid
$50,000 on the principal of the
old bonds, and has another
$875,000 coming
up
in
December, finance director
Paul Sor~~n said.

&

Two marines wounded in Beirut
BEIRUT CAP) - Two u.S. Marines were slightly wounded
and~ U.S. helicopter was hit by small arms fire Sunday at the
Marl~ encampment near Beirut International Airport.
Mal Robert Jordan, a Marine spokesman described the
shoo~g as a ~sible effort to "goad the Marin'es into action."
He s81d the Marmes did not shoot back in either incident.
~ Sunday morning, a u.S. helicopter parked near the
!'d~~e camp was s~ruck by small-arms ftrc. but there wert~ no
mjurles, Jordan said.

As expensive as the fmancial
manipulations have been, the
council has taken several steps
to cut its losses. One step was
the cnncellation of the 1981
bonds. Another is to combine $'_
million worth of capital improvement bonds with the new
gara~e bonds. If the new
parkmg garage bonds are
ISSued, combining the two sets
will save the city about $100,000
in legal fees.

Anti-nuclear protests expected
LONDON CAP) - Hundreds of thousands of &nti-nuclear
?emons~rators are expected on the streets of Western Europe
In the next few weeks as NATO moves toward stationing new
American missiles in Europe.
Organizers are counting on several hundred thousand
protesters in Bonn, the West German capital, Oct. 22 for the
main rallr, with others planned the same day in Hamburg.
West Berlin and Stuttgart - all preceded by blockades of u.S.
and West German military installations, rallies and street
demonstrations starting Oct. 13.

Contract ratified by teachers
•. Carbondale Community High ratification by the board.
_ Two previous offers had been
. School District 165 teachers
Agreement between the rejected by the teachers, who
- ratified a contract 73-5 Friday, board's
and
teachers' have been working without a
~the third proposal to go before
ni:gotiating teams was reached contract. A major stumbling
them in seven weeks.
at 12:54 a.m. Friday, said Ron block to a settlement was
A special meeting of the Darnell, chief negotiatior for deciding what share of teachers
insurance premiums the board
district board, to allow mem- .the teachers.
would pay.
bers to vote on the contract, is
tentatively scheduled for 7 p.m.
"It's a very fair contract. It
Monday in Cent,al High's doesn't put us up in the top of
A mediator from the
Learning Resources Center.
the South Seven, but it's American Arbitration
No details of the contract something we can live with," Associa tion of Chicago had been
were
released
penuing Darnell said.
working with the two sides.
~!~~~~~~~~~~
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GOLDEN SCISSORS OF R
Acrylic Sculptured Nails or TIps
Regular $35.00

--TWO BITS
==FOURBITS
BITS
DOLLAR

Sale $20.00

Pedicures (Includes Free Manicure)
Regular $35.00

Egyptian Laboratory Monday
and TUl'sday through Fridav

du~~ summer term by Southern Illinois University. Communications
BU1I~lng: Carbond;;le, IL62W1. Second class postage paid at Carbondale. IL.
~ditonal and business offices located in Communications Building. North

Sale $20,00

Sirloin Stockade, in conjunction with the S.I.U.
Athletic Department, challenges you to prove your
Saluki Pride. When you use one or more of the
coupons listed below, Sirloin Stockade will give the
S.I.U. Intercollegiate Athletic Fund up to one dollar.
When you purchase any drink with your coupon
meal, you receive, Free of charge, a 170z. plastic
Saluki drinking cup, while our supply lasts. So hurry
on down to Sirloin Stockade , 101 S. Wall,
Carbondale, !L and get your cup today! ,
Expires Dec. 31, 1983

cup offer good with coupon enly

~ 9

Vr

SALUKI FEVER

-CA~1
TWO BITS

r;u,;i;;s /~X

#9
CHOPPED
N
TOPPED

#1
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#2
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N
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#1
SIZZLIN
SIRLOIN
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STRIP

#3·
LARGE
SIRLOIN
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McAnally frQm Page 1,
levels.
"The commitment of faculty
and staff and the help they're
giving to a goal is incredible,"
he said.
McAnally, who began work at
Carbondale in May of 1982, said
progress has been made to
increase contributions from
SIU-C alumni. He said the key is
not one person making a large
donation, but many giving what
they can.
"Looking at alumni, we were
not doing the job there that we
needed to be doing," McAnally
said. He said that if Ius office
can increase the amount of
dollars raised from alumlJ,
other things would flow from
that
Non-alumni
who
have

acquired an interest in a
university through an alumnus
are often a source of large gifts,
he said.
McAnally said his office has
had success already because of
efforts to incre~email sent to
alumni and upgrade its quality.
He said there was a ii8 percent
increase ir. the number of
alumni donors in the first year
of the program and a 20 percer.~
increase in the amount of
money raised through direct
mail.
"Every gift is important,
especially to a fledgling
program," he said. "What's
most important is getting that
person to make a first gift."
The state of the economy bas
very little to do with how ~ple

Prison from Page 1
feel about giving to a university,
McAnally said. His experience
from fundraising positions at
the University of Tennessee and
the University of Missouri has
shown that people give during
. bard times, he said.
Total giving from private
sources, businesses and corporations was on the increase
for universities last year.
He said it's important to
make people feel they are
making an investment by giving
toa uni\'ersity. "They see that a
university's heat, light and
water bill is up like' theirs," he
said. "The effort of the
University is the same as in. dividuals."
_

USO to make request of city
The Undergraduate Student
Organization and Stud!::.,t
Programing Coucil have fallen
$1,000 short in money needed to
cover the expenses of hiring a
band, Big Twist and the Mellow
Fellows, for Halloween.
The USO will go before the
City Council Monday night to
try to get the city to waive the
licensing fee for the booth it will
operate on Grand Avenue Oct.
28 and 29.
Total costs for hiring Big
Twist, a warm-up band and
providing lighting and security
at the Recreation Center are
$3,500. The Office of Student
Affairs has guaranteed $2,500
fn.. the bands. which arp
~hPf'lllled to play Saturdav

Oct. 29.
The USO and SPC will split
the unfunded expenses and use
pr'1fits from the booth to cover
them. The organizations had
oeen trying to find a sponsor to
provide the $1,000 but have bf!en
unsuccessful.
The minimum fee for booth
licenses, other than those
selling beer, is $100.
A special formal meeting of
the council will be held
following Monday night's informal meeting. The council
will conside" an ordinance
thanking community groups
that voiced opposition to the
Department of Corrections
attempts to place a minimum
. security Drison at thp. Baptist

generic

. SA\..E \

copies .~~
mustfeecjln

Student Center.
Gov. James Thompson announced Friday that he had
ordered the DOC to discontinue
its attempts to buy or lease the
BSC, which is adjacent to the
SIU-C campus.
Opposition to the DOC plan
among the City Council
members was unanimous.
The ordinance also thanks
Governor Thompson for
stopping the DOC's attempt to
locate the prison in Carbondale,
and urges groups opposed to the
original DOC plan to continue to
work against "allowing any
minimum security prisoners in
this city at any location."

Be'fore' the' announcement
Friday, SIU-C administrative
sources said they could neither
support nor oppose the sale, but
expressed concerns about
campus security and the perceptions of that security,
Regarding the governor's
decision, John Guyon, vice
president for academic affairs
and research, said, "! think it is

a•
course of action. We have
had our concerns about
security, and we think this
would be best."
Myron Dillow, chairman of
the Committee of Concern for
the Baptist Student Center, said
the local organizatio~ was
"highly pleased and elfl!.ed"
over Thompson's move.

Questions renlain
about prison plan
By Anne Flas18

Staff Writer

BaptJst ,:,tudent Center and used
as maintenance workers on

Despite Gov. James Thomp- ca~: D-59th District, said
son's announcement Friday his information came from "a
that the state will not pursue high authoritative source in
plans to convert the Baptist Springfield. "
Clarence "Doc" Dougherty,
Student Center into a minimumsecurity prison, questions of vice president for campus
University involvement in that services, denied that the
University !tad ever suggested
plan remain.
The
governor's
chief using prisoners a~ maintenance
spokesman said Friday that it workers.
Dougherty said the Univer·
was the University which first
brought the availability of the sity had mentioned the
Center to the attention of the availability of the Center, along
DOC, according to published with the availability of the
reports.
David
Gilbert, Bracy building in Marion and
the Wal-Mart store in Car·
Thompson's chief spokesman,
reportedly said that the bondale to DOC represenUniversity also approached the tatives.
"We told them that the
DOC regarding the use of Touch
of Nature with the possibility Baptist Center was for sale. I
that a work camp might allow don't know if they knew it at the
time, but it was public inthe area to be cleaned up,
State Sen. Gene Johns said formation," Dougherty said
Thursday that University of- Thursday. "We did not suggest
ficials had suggested that that they locate in the Carprisoners could be housed at the bondale area at all."

Style.

document feeder

We've moved .....
next to Campus McDonald's.
815 S. Illinois, Carbondale

457-2223

TONIGHT
EXPERIENCE
JESUS
Be Born Again, Be Filled
God's Spirit, Receive

wi~h

Your Miracle o/Healms-

V2 Price.
NlckPappls
Nick has seen the blind see, the deaf hear,
the lame walk. He has realized the love and
power Jesus has for this generation.

7:OOpm Nightly
Monday, Oct. to-Student Ctr. Ballroom B
Tuesday, Oct. tt·Student Ctr. Ballroom A'
Wednesday, Oct. t2-Student CIi'. BalJroom A
Sporuored by: Maranatha <:hrUtfan F.'low~fp
.

541-4407

.

Oet a full-service Hairbenders style-shampoo, conditi( ning, cut and
blow ~'i!ing-at ~ price!

Men's styles 7.25

Women's styles 8.75

Call today for an appointment and let Hairbenders show youstylel

H air ben d e rs

Hairstyling for Men a'nd Women.
703 So. I l l i n o i s Ave.
Carbondale •
549-4422
Offer good for first time clients only. Offer expires October 31.
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Homosexuality isn't lunnatural,'
but is subject to ugly remarks

rri and

Spoils still abound
mE CHICAGO Sun-Times reportee. Sill day that state legislators
are using the Dlinois General Assem~;' ~olarship program as a
"political plum" for the education of political allies' children - and
sometimes their own.
So what"else is new?
If political ideas in Dlinois and the nation have changed, one in
particular hasn't: the "spoils system." Politicians will still do what
they can to help those constituents who belped them get into office
- or to find as many new allies as they can. Frankly, it's only
natural.
General Assembly &holarships are one way. Legislators have a
free hand in their distribution - and the $1.5 million per year which
they entail holds the potential for a lot of •'politicking ... But the
outreach foc eonstituents goes far beyond scholarships.
You'll f"url lawmakers' names on calendars, bookmarks and
informational pamphlets - many of which are printed at the expense of their respective governmental body. A free calP.1ldar for a
constituent may not sound like much - perhaps it isn't - but it
indicates that the old political style remains, even if on a different
level.
At one time, the winners brought their political buddies jobs and
influence. Now it's calendars and scholarsbips. Does this somewhat
reduced scale make the "spoils system" any more tolerable? No.
It's not likely, though, that the nature of politics could change so
dramatically as to eliminate it.

Last Tuesday's edition of the
D.E. served as an excellent
reminder to the gay community
of SIU-C of just how bad things
can be for us and how hard we
must work to insure that our
human and civil rights, as well
as our dignity, are protected
against tbose who would
deprive us of them.
First we had a cheap shot
from Mr. Wilkinson, the
assoc.iate editorial page editor,
about why hJ favors the
estat>lishment of a brancb of the
MCC in Carbondale. Then we
had an interesting letter from a
disgn'lltled and bigoted student
who cHlled our sexual
preference "unnatural" and
wished he could lock us all up in
the closet again and throwaway
the key.
Mr. Wilkinson's comments
can be passed over as just
another example of how
stupidity and crudeness can be
found at every level of
responsibility. However, I take

which is unique to their species

:f~rse, ~i~ Of~~~u~:W:t:Cier~

classifying them, and no one
ever m&ists that snch behavior
is unnatural, in fact it is often
thought oi as part of the animals
"nature" to act in such a way. If
man were the only creature on
Eart.h to exhibit homosexual
dt:Sire and behavior than this
would hardly be sufficient
grounds
for
calling
homosexuality
"unnatural."
Humans are the only creatures
on Earth that make and wear
clothing and '0 one calls this
behavior "unnatural,"
As for gay men and women
returning to the closet so that
Mr. Hinchliffe can lock us all up
and throwaway .1;;: key, well
we all have our drean.lI. My

~:~:asth:es~~~~~~6l!ffe~:

will no longer exist because
ugly ideas like the one he expressed will cease to exist. Josepb Perry. Senior. History.

Christians should be heard, too

Short and to the point. That is
the way you presented your
article, Mr. Parish, ( "Keep
Bible Amateurs Off Page" Oct.
5) and that is how I will attempt
printed space, wen I will be to present mine.
Democracy was intended for
forced to issue my own information letter, and take it to all the people, and just because
the people. Either way, I cannot you find what sOme people have
rest until everyone knows this to sav offensive (or maybe
convicting) does not mean they
Good News of Salvation.
Tobacco smoke is what Hell are wrong or should not be
beard. Personally, I believe,
is, because it makes life Hell for
everyone else, just being and know, that the only right
around it. Anyone smoking anyone has is the right to choose
tobacco is possessed by Satan, . to serve God or not, but Ij~ your
but in the name of Jesus Christ, own level, Mr. Par.sh, tlte
everyone has the power to expel rights to free speech and free
all demons. I am doing just that. press are part of a democracy
Be gone Satan, from all these and the Constitution.
afflicted souls, this day, this
This country was founded by
moment, forever, from this the same people you are atworld, in the namp of Jesus tempting to discredit. Religious
Christ, I command you.
freedom - it was good while it
When no one is in Hell. we'll lasted but I now see th~
all be in Heaven, on Earth. beginning 01 its end. The irony
Please help me spread the is that Bible prophecy teUs of
news, Peace be with you. - Joe men such as yourself, who will
Czuba, Sophomore. General bring persecution to the
Studies.

Tobacco smoke is Hell
I am beginning to think that
freedom of the press is the
freedom to suppress any
opinion contrary to its own.
When the DE offered free want
ads a while a~o, an ad I submitted was rejected because it
was said to be of a personal
nature. At that time I was told I
could pay to have it printed, but
as I found out recently, that was
also impossible. Even thOUldl
my money was accepted and I
was given a receipt, after two
days of not seeing my ad, I
found out that my money had
been returned by mail to me.
The implications of my announcement must r-eally be
frightening to those who would
choose to deny me my voice, but
then I realize the hold Satan has
on this world, and I am not
surprised. If the editorial staff
also chooses to deny me this

exception at the remark that
homosexual love is "unnatural"
and would like to address that
assertion1 so widely held and
cherishea by so many selfrighteous P.EOple, at this time.
First, I'd like to know what Mr.
Hinchliffe ml'ant by "unnatural." Did he mean that
homosexual
desire
and
behavior is not found among
other animals and is therefore
an artificial, "man-made"
love? If so, he is clearly wrong.
Homosexual behavior and
same-sex pairbonding have
been observed in hundreds of
animal speties, both in the wild
and in captivity since t.he time
of Aristotle, and has been
recognized by scientists as a
naturally
occurring
phenomenon.
second,
even
if
And
homosexual behavior occurred
only in human beings it could
bardly be called unnatural.
Many different species of
animals engage in behavior

Christians in the Last Days; the
very thing you disbelieve aud
ridicule, you actually play a

m~~~::~:ti!n

can "rationalize
their tastes, prejudices and
hang-ups" in the Bible because
it teaches against those very
things. It is not our own standards that we try to infringe
upon this campus, but the truth
:lDd saving power of Jesus that
we are compelled to share, And
lOW do you rationalize your
Grejudices, hang-ups and
tastes? (TO say you have none
would definitely make you more
self-righteous than you assume
Christians to be.> The writings
of Plato perhaps? Social opinion
or acceptance? No thanks! I
would rather base my life on
something a little more solid
th~n the inconsistency and
fickleness of men.
Christians on this campus are
not out preaching and writing
letters to the editor (and many
other things too) because of a

self-i"i.ghteous campaign to
clean up Carbondale, If you
kne\\' for sure that Russia was
going to bomb Chicago tommorrow, wouldn't you run c.ut
and tell everyone you could to
try to warn them? Maybe no~. I
don't know about you, but the
people who care would. If you
have ever read for yourself
what is in the Word of God, you
would know the fate of the
"Unsaved Masses" will be a far
worse tragedy.
Short and to the point without
quoting any Scripture (I don't

::~~~~~ T:s: ~~ If~:h

one of us (including you, even if
you choose not to believe or
accept it) so we would not have
to suffer for our own sins. He
had to love us a lot to sacrifice
His life, and even if He had not,
people will still follow and serve
Him just because He is the
Living God. - Teri Schurheck.
Huring Office. Traffic and
Parking.

Education suffers from 'hourglass effect'
number of 18-year-olds. That
figure peaked in 1979 at 4.3
million. By 1995, that number
will drop to 3.3 million, severely
affecting freshman enrollment
and subsequently causing more
tuition increases.
The combination of increased
tuition and decreased federal
aid is causing a pbeliOmenon
called the "hourglass effect" in
American
education.
Jeff Wilkinson
Enrollment trends forced by
Associate
economics cause a flow of
Editorial Page Editor
students from the highest
quality institutions -'the top of
the hO~lLq - into state
Reagan has leveled off federl}L supported schools - the bottom
8.id to middle-income students, of the hourglass. As time
which squeezes many students passes, more and more students
out of the private schools and sift downward until a glut is
into the public schools.
reached at state institutions,
~es private schools while enrollment at the less
BUT LET'S not leave the Ivy in It Catcll-22 Bifuatioo. Il~ prestigious private schools
Lea~ out. There will always
increae tuition, they have to awindles. The Ivy League will
be a Harvard, and its tuition
boost scilolarsbip funds or deny always fill its quotas at the top
increaseS are not as alarming to
admission to promising can- ~d of the lIoufllass, but rising
its more affluent student 00dy,- didatell. But if they raise tuition is causing students to
but even it bas pushed costs {of scholarships, the budget goes bypass less prestigious and
rr..om and board, tuition and
up, forcing an additional in- specialized schools.
f,~ by 8.7 percent to $13,150.
crease in tuition.
mE NEEDY students flow
Despite the burden put on the
.
..
.
-d
h I
Amer1can student ~ these
ANOmER factor 10 tui~on intd" state-supporte sc 00 s
tuition increases, President 'increases is the declinmg. _~.". er Reagan's need-hsed

A CRISIS exists in American
higher education.
,Tuition costs in private
colleges, like Harvard and MIT,
are go~ up. And although the
rate of mcreaae this fail was
lower than in previous years,
most are still rising faster than
the inflation rate. Schools are
being asked to boost faculty and
staff salaries, ~ buildings
and catch up WIth previously
deferred payments.
And not oniy Ivy League
colleges are increasing costa
exorbitantly. Excl~ room
and board, some of this fall's
increases are:
- l<Dox College, up $564 to
$3,170
- Creighton, up $386 to $4,456
- Tulsa, up $500 to $3,770

. :nus
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"safety-net" philosophy of Harvard or Yale if he just apfederal aid. And middle income plies himself,
They also say that some of the
students, who used to attend
private schools but are being flight to state universities. is
driven out by rising tuition and psychologically oriented - that
cuts in aid, are also flowing into parents and students are
overeacting to proposed aid
state schools.
That leaves the needy but cuts that never passed
brilliant students and the Congress.
But, they say, the main block
wealthy elite in the finer or
mQre specialized institutions. to access to finer institutions is
Many experts are afraid the the ~cents' unwillingness to
hourglass effect will seriously sacrifice.
affect education in America.
As ONE adminstration ofThe Reagan Administration's
policies on federal aid, they say, ficial put it, "The middle class
detours from the American has uSed the goverament as a
philosophy of education set crutch for so long that DOW they
aown by the socially liberal . expect too much."
in light of this attitude, the
Kennedy and Johnson adfuture depends on how state
ministrations.
legislatures
resp<lnd
to
mAT philosophy went as declining enrollment in t?e
private
colleges
and
cope
WIth
follows: Talented students
should have a chance to 2ttend the inevitable increase in state
college, and to have access to supported schools.
the major {law in thE Rea@an
the fmest institutions to wbich
their academic abilities entitle philosopby is that some
students are best served by
them.
The Reagan adminilstration church-related, women's,
denies that the hourgjass effect historically black or other
exists. They say a student can . specialized institutions and the
receive as good an education at country will lose if these options
a state university as be could at disappear.

-~ewpoint--

Pornography:
as it proliferates,
so do questions
By Anne Flasza
Staff Writer

State on brink of big revolution
in controls on vote registration·
Editor's Note: The following
commentary war. written by
David Everson, Joan Parker
and Jack Van Der Slik of the
Illinois Legislative §turlies
Center at SangamoD State
University.
lllinois is on the brink of a
revolution in
its voter
regise-ation laws. Gov. James
Thompson has conditionally
approved a bill which would
greatly expand the use of
deputy registrars and make it
possible to register to vote in
eertain state offices.
U the General Assembly goes
along with the governor's
changes, it could mean that
potential voters, starting next
July, can register at l:i.braries,
colleges and universities, high
schools,
drivers
license
facilities, union halls, and
public aid and unemployment
offices.
Additionally, it means that
members of civic organizations
throughout the state (as defined
by the State Board of Elections)
could be trained by county
clerks to become deputy
registrars. These deputized
registrars could sign up vilters
at shopping malls, PTA
meetings and county fairs. The
law, which was sponsored by
Senate President Philip Rock,
D-Oak Park, and House
Speaker Michael Madigan, DChicago, also would provide for
a uniform statewide voter
registration
form
and
reciprocal registration between
overlapping
election
jurisdictions.
JAN CZARNIK is legislative
coordinator for Project Vote, a
coalition of 23 community, civil
rights, and "good governmt:nt"
groups, churches, labor uruons
and professional organizations,
which has been in the forefront
of lobbying for the new law.

Czarnik said, "We are delighted
by the governor's action. It is an
enormous step in registering
the almost two million
unregistered Illinois voters."
These changes do not look so
radical when Illinois is compared to other states which
have recently been liberalizing
registration. Election offiCials,
legislators and interested
citizens, primarily from the
Midwest states, came together
r.ecently at the Hamilton Hotel
in ltasc:\ to discuss election
laws ana to hear "experts"
from all over the U.S. talk about
developing trends. We'd like to
share some of the enlightening
information gleaned at the
conference, sponsored by the
Federal Elections Commission.
TWENTY ONE states use
mail registration. The officials
in those states seem to take it
for granted as an obvious
method • of reducing their
workloads and scoff at the
notion that it encourages vote
fraud. "Voter registration by
mail to; a godsend" declared a
Montgomery County, Md.,
official.
The most attention-getting
new election device was begun
in California (where else?)
where the law not only freely
pennits absentee balloting (the
gO',rernor's race last year was
decided by beavy Republican
absentee ballots), but also
allows entire elections to be
conducted by mail. In San Diego
in 1981, 430,000 votes were cast
by mail in a referendum to
determine whether or not a new
convention center should be
built. This election was· costeffective, doubled expected
turnout, and survived some
rugged court challenges, all of
which has led some observers to
call it the wave of the future.
ELECTION officials compared notes on innovative

Halloween design 'boring
design? Rt. 51 is where the
legendary Halloween festivities
occur. M&ybe I'm prejudiced
against the city's involvement
with Halloween, but it sure
seems like they're trying to
eventually curb our yearly
extravaganza into a submissive
springfest in October. I hope a
few school ollanizations are
planning on ~ting up son~e
promotional Items that will
. represent Halloween the way it
should be. - MicbaeiSekaUda,
And why is Rt. 13 in the JUDiCII', MarkedDg.

No offense to Mr. Jim Cullen's
artistic capabilities, but the
official design chosen to
represent Halloween this year:
is bland and boring. I suppose
there were more intricate and
ghoulish designs submitted (a
1982 poster of a skeleton with an
axe comes to mind), but they
were probably not chosen by the
city's conservative council
because they were too
"scaaarry, keeds!"

techniques for advertiSing voter
registration opportunities. The
New York State Board of
Elections' slick public service
announcements on registration I
are reminiscent of the old Mike
Nichols-Elaine May skits. In
Pinellas County, Florida. there
are
500
regular
voter
registration places (banks,
libraries, shopping malls) and
2,000 deputy registrars. In Ohio,
any voter can, with minimal
training, become deputized to
register his fellow citizens. At
times, it almost seemed as if
conferees were proudly trying
to outdo each other by boasting
of their home state's ease of
registration. These techniques
make the suggested changes in
Illinois look modest
The conference brought into
focus what many voting rights
advocates have been saying:
Illinois election law is lagging
behind the nation in its approach to voter access. Joe
Madi!lon, who is spearheading a
national voter registration
drive for the NAACP, recently
pointed out that while
Mississippi has s.Jme barriers
to re~stration that are similar
to (Jltnois, it also has a higher
percentage of registered voters.
GOV. THOMPSON'S recent
action on this bill is, therefore,
quite timely _In his amendatory
veto message on the bill,
Thomp-:;on stated, "Access to
registration and the voting
process stands at the very heart
of our democratic system and
no obstacle to a voter's rights
shall be tolerated."
We applaud the legislature
and the governor for starting
the registration revolution. Part
of the reason for having elections is to get citizens involved
in
governing.
Making
registration easier only reduces
the barriers to citizen participation.

IT IS SHAMEFUL and
saddening that in a free and
democratic society an entire
sex has to defend itself against
ignorance and malicious
behavior. But that defense is
necessary to make that same
free and democratic SOCiety
aware of a problem that faces
us all.
The degradation of women
through pornography is not a
myth perpetuated by feminists.
It is not an opinion used to
rationalize censorsrtD. It is not
something that can 6e hrushed
aside when the magazines go
back under the bed or even into
the bookcase.
It is a fact of life which permeates almost every aspect of
American society.
THEORIES abound as to why
porn, especially more vio!ent
porn, has proliferated over the
last few decades. Is it a product
of our new sexual awareness?
No, because if we were truly
sexually aware, we would
regard women as human beings
both in and out of bed.
It seems strrmge that we are
still strulWing for equality in a
SOCiety which prides itself on
progressive thinking. Is porn a
prodt.ocl of our struggle for
equality? Has the male ego
become so threarened by the
thought of competing wit!l
women for jobs, respect and
power that the only recourse is
to retain the feeling of control
through imagination? J don't
know, but I truly hope not.
Let's say instead that men
have grown up in a society in
which they are encouraged to
supress and not express their
emotions, except of course
those emotions which are
considered "masculine." I ~t's
say men are taught that sorrow,
depression, confusion and
inadequacy are not acceptable
in socIety because they convey
the image of weakness. Let's
say it is not entirely the fault of
men because they grew up in a
society which perpetuated the
medieval myth that men should
be strong, aggressive and
always in control.
BECAUSI!;
OF
this
socialization, it s..~ms almost
impossible for many men to
relate to women on an
emotional, intimate or feeling
level. But this sense of power,
this "masculine" feeling they
can relate to - one of the few
allowed by society - is integrated into pornography, and
through the viewin~ of that
same pornography mtegrated

into their sexual lifestyles.
U this sense were directed
toward career, perhaps it might
be beneficial in some way - but
it's not.
It is directed at women and
perpetuates the belief that
'Nomen are objects. The act of
sexual intercourse itself
becomes no more than an act
upon an object.
Even through the mildest
forms of pornography, women
become nothing more than
something to be viewed :md
perhaps used for selfgratification. Women become
something to have, something
to control, something that
doesn't take any effort to un·
derstand and provides no
possibility of heal-tache or
rejection.
. PERHAPS because men have
had these "paper women" at
their utmost convenience for so
long, some men tend to rllink
that women in general were
placed on earth for that purpose.
It is

becomin~ so difficult for
women to sUl"Vlve emotionally
in cur battered culture because
of this. Consider, if you will,
spending your life trapped by
the stares rf others. Consider
being looked at on the street, in
clubs, restaurants and even
laundromats. Many will say
that this is an exaggeration but is it really?
U you are a man, cOhSider all
'the times you have looked at a
woman with more that a
passing nod. U you are a
woman, consider all the times
you have looked away,
grimacl d and felt genuinely
afraid and threatened. I'll bet
both situations occur more than
you realized.

WE WILL not go out at night
for fear of rape. It becomes
difficult to go out with friends to
dance, talk and laugh because
there is always the distraction
of having to deal with
propostitioDS and cruder advances by often total strangers.
Don't go out? Well, why
should women's freedom be
compromised?
Censorship is clearly not the
answer here. Forgive what may
appear to be blind idealism, but
there must be some way we can
re-educate both men and
womeL to the problem' and
come to a new understanding.
This may seem a'l extreme
proposal. Is it really?
No. It is the most fundamental questiQn anyone on
this eartlJ can ask: Will you
treat me equally as a member
of the human race?

By Brad Lancaster
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$1.5 Jnillion worth of hashish
seized by narcotics officers
CAIRO, EGYPT - Narcotics
officers seized hashish worth
$1.5 million after a shootout
with smugglers on the outskirts
of Cairo, the newspaper alAbram reportec:l Sunday.
It said thE' officers arrested

one of the smugglers after
encircling their hideout in the
Essalam district early Satur·
day but did not report any
casualties in the gunfight. No
other details were given.
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The New American Ragtime Ensemble performed turn-of-tbe-century classics Saturday.

Ragtime Ensemble brought
Scott JOJIlin's best to Shryock
By Terry Levecke

Entertainment

~ditor

The dance music of the turn of
the century was revived
Saturday night in Shryock
Auditorium as the New
American Ragtime Ensemble
played a selection of ragtim~
classics, which was dominated
by Scott Joplin compositions.
The 12-member ensemble
orchestrated many tunes that
gained mildem popularity in
piano arrangments - most were
brought back into the limelight
from the movie "The Sting."
The entire range of instruments
used to play ragtime in the
early 1900s • flute, pi('t;:olo,
~larinet,
tuba, trombone,
trumpet. xyo}ophone, per~ussion, violin, viola, cello and
piano were used in this succinct
performanee.
Conductor Doug Walter said
the ~oup uses vintage compositions that were played in
vaudeville theaters and during
interulissions at various social
gatherings. The syn~ated

x;:r1f::t~~r~g~~.~~:OO ~~~

musicians' expertise. Almost
everv instrument was featured
at Some point in the performanee.
"It is a very difficult book
bec&use there's 6 billion notes we're always reading like
crazy," Walter said.
The band formed in
Oklahoma City under Music
Director Tom Maguire in 1!f76 in
honor of the bi-centennial
celebration. Since then, the
. hllnd has ba:ome so busy,
Walter has taken "1) some of the
eonducting duties and they are
now managed by Barrett
Management in New York. The
group plays 30 to 40 shows a

~

cipal in general, but especiaL'y
in music."
A!tbough Joplin's com. positions dominated the per_ .....- - - - -.....- -... 1 formance, as he did the styfe of
year, Walter said.
music, works by Debussy,
''This kind of music will Anderson, Blake, Walt~n, Satie,
never go out of style, it's foot- Williams, Stravinsky and Green
tapping and very melodi'US," were also played.
"Stefpin' Round" by AI
Walter said.
The music was reprodllcP-tl. "Rags' Anderson was one of
with exact authenticity, but the highlights of the evening
ragtime never used to be that featured Walter's "harpy"
presented in a concert hall rhythm work on the xylophone.
format. "Joplin would be very The JDplin sound was captured
s~rised to see people j~JSt
by pianist Pergy Paynt! in
sitting and listeninr, to it," "s"lace," one of the songs used
Walter said, and then added, in "The Sting."
"we try to play a more
The ensemble didn't leave
sophisticated version - it's not
better than popular ragtime, anyone disappointed by leaving
"The
Entertainer" for their
but it's more concert hall."
The members of the ensemble first encore. The band played
have all studied in con- everything they knew for the
servatories and represent an receptive crowd, which were
age range of 30 years. All are left wanting more.
free-lance musicians, and come
from all over the country. There
The ensemble's tour was only
ar.! bands in New York, Florida, a week long this time, but accalifornia and Chicago that cording to Walter, the music
work in the ensemble, Walter will stay with him at least two
said.
more. "Every time -:: leave a
The wide age range "really tour, the next two week:. the
helps the music just because the melodies stay with you - you
experience blends with the can't get rid of them. That's the
energy of the foung," Wal~er primary attribute of a melody
said. "U's an unportant pnn- - they're unforgettable."
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_John Pri!Je, aC~!D~e!-'~y'_Rachel Peer, performed his Chicago-st.vle folk rock Friday ..
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John Prine, Michael Johnson
interpret life through songs
By Lisa Nicbols
Staff \7riter

With
his
introspective
numbers ranging from sad to
humorous to sarcastic, John
Prine somehow managed to
bring a feeling of intimacy to his
audience during his sold-out
performance Friday night in
Shryock Auditorium.
The charismatic performer
mesmerized the crowd with the
hauntingly wistful "Sam
Stone," a song about a veteran
who grows dependent on the
morphine given to mm when he
was wounded in South Vi~tnam.
"There's a hole in Dadd" s arm
where all the money goes, and
Jesus Christ died for not.iing, I
suppose," Prine crooned.
The crowd remained captivated as Prine explored the
human experience with songs
like "Storm Windows," a lovely
ballad abo,,+ feeling old and
alone. But Pri..~~'s signature .

co Concert

-.neVlelV

told, and I got to thinkin',"
Prine said, "and I figured that if
they had some food with 'em
and if the windows were rolled
up real tight, they could just go
right on living even as they
feD!" H~ explained that he
changed the river into a lake for
the song because "l1ot too many
wo~ rhyme with river!"
And when a friend was having
trouble seUing his house, and
Prine was having trouble
getting a divorce, they decided
that was their cue to write a bad
luck country song, Prine told
the laughing audience.
Prine's rough, scratchy voice
was contrasted by the sWc!et,
clear soprano tones of bassist
Rachel Peer during some of the
ballads. The performance was
further enhanced by the
a;restingly fluid electric guitar
pickings of Irishman Philip
ponnelly.

lyrical wit attempts not only to
make sense out of the world, but
nonsense as well, so several
light an~ lilting numbers were
interspersed throughout the 90
minute show.
In fad, these witty - often
even sa.rcastic - tunes gave
Prine hls trademark as "The
American Storyteller." "If
heartaches
were
commercials," Prine sang, "we'd
a!l be on TV."
Where does ~in~et the
ideas for his lyrics? "The
Bottomless Lake" came from a
story his granddaddy told him
years ago, Prine explained. The
story was about a family who
drove into a river so deep that
they would never hit bottom.
"Well, I was just a little kid
:who believed everything I was See PRINE. Page 8
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Ceramies graduate students (from left to right
on ~ou~h) Vince Newkirk. Lisa K. Horning,
John Keven and (bottom) Bob Smith and
Nancy Gardner are displaying their recent
works In Art Alley 01 the Stndent Center. The
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the humorous
ballad "Old Yellow Car,"
Johnson wir.tfully told the
crowd, "I got my flrst car from
my broUlel" - paid him $50 for it.
I 'didn't know anything about
!:ars. I didn't know how to
change the oil. I didn't even
know how to check the oil. In
fact, I once put a quart of oil in
the radiator." __ _

The crowd tittered, but then
broke into a hearty laugh as
Johnson said, "Well, I just
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people were killed in a mine
riot. "The Burning" also concerns itself with a mine labor
dispute.
There are roles available for
10 men, two women and two
boys about 12 to 14 years old.
Auditions will begin at 5:30
p.m. Monoiay and 5 p.m.

Tuesday. The production dates
are Nov. 9 through 11. ~ _ _

Health N(tWs •••

BY DR. ROY S. WHITE·
Doctor of Chiropractic

wanted to let you know what
you're dealing with here!" He
then softly sang about the old
car, ~ing the good times
had in the back seat, the stai..
his friend Willy left when he
thI'E'w up on the front sellt and
finally about the rust and metal
which is all that is ·left of the
shell of a car.
Johnson dedicate!! one song to
freshmen, saying "because I
was a freshman once - for
several years." Referring to the
predommantly older audience,
someone in the audience yelled,
"What freshmen?"
Johnson sang a song that he
penned with Michael McDonald, formerly of the Doobie
Brothers. He explained that the
song is about what it'~ Elte to go
without drinking. "I don't mean
to preach from an ivory tower,"
Johnson said, "but I just got
tired of waking up and feeling
that familiar cold thing on my
shoul~.r - the floor!"

~·introID.K"e
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pieces demonstrate the use of clay as an expressionist medium. Several different firing
methods, glazes, and paints were used on the
pieces. The show will be up tbroul(h Friday.

from Page 7

Prine performed songs from
each of his eight albwns, including "Dear Abby," "megal
Smiles, " "Sabu the Elephant
Boy" and "That's the Way That
th~ World Goes Round."
In a tired and weakened
voice, Prine told the crowd the
good news that he heard from
Steve Goodman, who was
supposed to appear with Prine
but cancelled due to illness.
"He's feeling a lot better, and
wanted me to tell you 'hello,'
and he's sorry he couldn't make
it," Prine informed_the J~r\1wd.,
~ in (or GoOdman was
Micbaef Johnson, who played
for about an hour before Prirle
took the stage. Johnson is bestknown for the hit "Bluer Than
tiiue," which hit the top 40
charts in the n.;.i~I97Os.
. "J used to spend a good
portion of my ad making fun of
dumb top 40 b:!a," Jobnson told
the gudience. "But when I had a
top 40 hit, I became sensitive
about it!"
Although the crowd had
looked forward to seeing Steve
Goodman, Johnson's humor and
personable style quickly held
the audience captive as he told
stories and played a varier) of.

seJ_for student plays

Auditions for Student Theater
Guild fall productions will be
held Monday, Oct. 10 and
Tuesday, Oct. 11 in the
Labortory Theater in the
Communications Building.
"Scabs," by David Nava and
"The Burning" by Mike
Phoenix are the selected
productions for the season.
"Scabs" deais with the Herrin
Massacre in !.~2:.' in whiffi 2:L

Backstage, Johnson said that
he bad never met McDonald,
but had recorded one of his
songs. McDonald heard the
recording, liked it, and called
Johnson. They ended up penning a song together via
telephone.
Johnson said that he no longer
wants a top 40 hit just for the
thrill of it, but would like the
shot in the arm another hit
could give his career. Despite
the drawbacks of spending
about half of his time away
from his wife and two small _
cbildP-n, JOOoson says he loves
to tour.
As he spoke, Johnson
hurriedly packed his bag to
head for his home in Minnesota.
,"I want to hear John (Prine)
p;ay a couple songs before I
have to leave," Johnson said.
"My favorite songs are the slow
ballads - John Prine is my
favorite poet."
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GRAVITY AFFECTS
YOUR BODY
If you hod been 0 member force; If your spine is in proper
of the cr_ on the iU-doy alignmer.~, this Is o~e si!\ln ~
Skylab space mission, you· good neaAh. But If It IS~ t,
would have had a first-hand then you moy be sufierlng
experience on how the body unnecessar!ly from bock poi~
reacts in a gr:Wity-!ree world. Qnd other dISComforts. If that s
And if you thought your body the ~ase, you mOl( w?nt to
had storped "growing," you c.onSlder on examlnahon. to
might be in for a surprise. A:I fInd out how you con get relref.
of the astronauts while an that
mission grew taller, some of
them almost two inches taller. Do you have a question?
Why? Without the pull of Writ. or call •••
gravity, the body loosens up.
The distance between each
disc In me spinol column ex.
pands slightly.
Here on Earth, we ail know
how important the force of
gravity is in keeping our feet
on the ground. In fact, the
whole body Is affected by this

.'

9!~~~w:!.~J~
103 S. Washington

Carbondale, IDinois62901
618-457-8127
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Selected Hickory Wood

Fresh Smoked Salmon
F.D.A. Stctndarda

5 lbs. @ $2.35 lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.95 lb.
All orden restricted to 30 lb. maximum .

*Limited Supplv*

Rush Your Order· to:

HICKORY HILL SMOKERY
11616·Montgomery, Suite 14
Spokane, WA 99206
Visa or _Mas~ercharge Customers·

Call (509) 924--3683
No C.O.D. Orders Please

.,#ak##,g~<c~t''"+':'~''

Student C enter

FooD ServicE
Woody Hall

DELI SPECIALS
REG. PRIQ

MONDAY, Oct. 10

It will be worth a refill of coffee if
you visit Woody Hall Cafeteria for
breakfast.

11 The Full Prof
Spiced ham. bologna. & American cheese

19 The Break
Roast beef. turkey. & provolone cheese

Buy a breakfast entree and a cup of
coffee and the refill is on us.

SPEC. PRICE

n.1O

TUESDAY, Oct. 11

Breakfast served from 7:30·9:45 a.m.

II

$2.55

$1.55

"

$2.30

WEDNESDA Y, Oct. 12
18 The Thesis

Daily, Luncheon Specials. Sandwich
Specials. Soup and Chili

$2.55

$2.30

$2.55

$2.30

$2.10

$1.85

Ham &swiss chee.e

THURSDAY, Oct. 13
16 The 8 O'clock

Ham. turkey. & swiss cheese

Cafeteria.7:()0.1:30Monday.Friday
Breakfast Served 7:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

FRIDAY, Oct. 14
113 The Tuition Hik.

NEW, NEW, NEW

Tuna salad in pita bread

Ev.,ryday . Carved Roast Round of Beef Au Jus

$1.49

OR
Roast Beef Sondwich

$1.39

Deli Egyptian

OR
Open Faced Beef ~ndwich with
Potatoes and Gravy

Mon-'fhurs .................................................... "•• llam.llpm

$1.89

Friday .......................................................... 11am-Midnight

OR
Choase from other mouth-wat.ring specials I

Saturday....................................................... 5pm.Midnight

Compliment your entree with exciting and delicious vegetables.
large variety of salads and desserts.

Sunday ............................................................. 5pm-ll pm

Daily Plate Lunch Specials for extra sallir;1gs

-
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OLD MAIN ROOM
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BIG MUDDY
DAILY SPECIAL

Monday, Oct. 10
Roast Beef and Swiss Ch.... Club
Fr.sh Vegetabl ..
Chips
Sh.rbet. .................................3.55

Tuesday, Oct. 11
Mexican Meatloaf
Baked Potato
Tossed S o l a d . ,
Hot Roll w/butter................................................. ",55

Wednesday, Oct. 12
Italian Beef Sandwich
Potato Chips
ColeSlaw
Ic. Cream .............................................. 3.55

Thursday, Oct. 13

Monday, Oct. 10
Spaghetti Pie
Broccoli & Rice Casserol.
Salad or Col. Slaw
Hot rolls with butt.r

T~lIed

Tuesday, Oct. 11
Spaghetti with Meat Sauc.
Ham & Beans
Tos.ed Solad or Col. Slow
Garlic!read

Wednesday, Oct. 12
Goulash
Stir Frtftd Rice
Tossed liolad or Cole Slaw
Hot rolls with butt.r

Thursday, Oct. 13

Hom Quich.
Butt.red Broccoli
Tossed Salad
Fresh Fruit ..................................................

Ravioli

Soft Fried Noodles wlV~t~hl ..

3.55

Tossed Salad or Col. Slaw
Garlic Bread

Friday, Oct. 14

Friday, Oct. 14
Seafood Day
Cod Fillet
Fr.nch Fried Scallops
Stuffed Shrimp
Steak Fries
3 55
ColeSlaw ............. ~ ................................. .

. $en,ed'~ 1-1 :30 MOf'day- Friday

Beef. Mocaroml & Tomato Cos.er?l.
Shrimp Fried Ric.
Tossed Salad or Cole Slaw
Hot rolls with butt.r

Served 10:3Oa.m .• 1:3Op.m.
Monday through Friday .
Daily Egyptian, October 10, 1983, Page 9

House speaker may challenge Woman arrested
Thompson's use of veto power
By William C. Strong
Associated Press WrUer
SPRINGFIELD, m. (AP) An intriguing constitutional and
political scrap may be brewing
at the Statehouse over Governor
Thompson's exercise of his
authority to rewrite bills passed
by the General Assembly.
And the battle lines could be
drawn on an issue likely to
generate lots of ink - the
"freedom of information"
legislation designed to ~~e it
easier for news orgaruzations
and the public to· look at
government records.
Democratic House Spe8lter
Michael Madigan of Chicago, a
regular antagonist of the
Repuhlican governor, has
hinted he may challenge
Thompson's use of his
"amendatory veto" powers.
Madigan
contends
that
Thompson's legislative rewrites
have blurred the constitutional
distinctions between
the
executive and legislative
branches.
"In lliinois, we DO longer have
a true legislative-executive
relationship," Madigan to.·,d
reporters last week as
lawmakers formally opened
their fall session.
"After the Legislature
complies with all of the constitutional and statutory
requirements .. , the governor
then takes every bill and conducts his own committee
hearings in the private of his
office," Madigan said.

Wews GAnalysis
Dlinois governors, DY VIrtue
of the 1970 Constitution, have
veto powers broader than their
colleagues in most states. The
unusual authority springs
mostly from. the amendatory
veto, which allows a governor to
make changes in a bill without
having to veto it outright.
An amendatory veto may be
accepted by the General
Asst-mbly on a simple majority
vo~~. Or, it may be overridden
with tile extraordinary threeflitre majorites in the House
and Senate.
Constitutional scholars
disagree on what exactly was
intended with the amendatory
veto. Madigan, who voted for
the proviSion as a member of
the Constitutional Convention,
argues it was meant to allow a
governor to make technical
changes to avoid having to
make a total veto.
"I did not vote for an
amendatory veto which would
have a governor as a lawmaker
in the same position that tl:e
Legislature is a lawmaker,"
Madigan said.
Others argue the provision
was indeed meant to give the
governor an expanded role in
lawmaking.
The state Supreme Court has
twice ruled on the issue, each
time upholding a govel'l'.or's
amendatory veto.
In practice, it has resulted in

a mini-legislature conducted
over the summer by the
governor, aides, legislators and
s~al interests affected by
bills passed during the spring
session.
As Madigan noted, L'le lobbyists who line the brnss rails
outside the House and Senate
chambers during the spring
return to press cases previously
made to the General Assembly.
Only this time, there are no
public hearings - Just private
meetings in Chicago and
Springfield to design the contours of Thompson's legislative
rewrites.
Thompson used the amendatory veto on 1111 bill this
year, out of the 1,218 measures
sent to him.
"You don't need a legislature
and judges with him at bat,"
remarked Springfield attorney
James Craven, a former appeals court justice representing
the lliinois Freedom of Information Council.
One of the most controversial
uses came in the freedom of
information bill, which sought
to bring Illinois in line with the
49 states that have such laws.
In
removing
criminal
penalties and retaining secrecy
over some areas the measure
had sought to uncover,
Thompson ang~red the bill's
supporters and drew fire from
editorial writers.

--Campus Briefs-MEETINGS MONDAY: Mid·
America Peace Project, 7:30
p.m., Iroquil)5 Room; Blacks in
and
Allied
EngineeriT.g
Technology, 6 p.m., Mississippi
Room; Blacks Interested m
Business, 5:30 Y.m., Thebes
Room; Equestrian Team,
members who will compete at
Hiwassee College are required
to attend, 6 p.m., Thebes Room;
Canoe and Kayak Club, 7:30
p.m., Pulliam Pool; College
Republicans, 7:;jO p.m., Ohio
Room; American Chemical
Society; 5:15 p.m., Neck~tS 240;
Innertube Water Polo Officials,
5 to 6 p.m., Recreation Center
133;
Luso-Brazilian
Association, 7:30 p.m., Troy
Room.

o

•

INTRAMURAL
SPORTS
badminton mixed doubles
entri~ close at 11 p.m. Monday
at the Recreation Center information Desk.
BICYCLE
ROAD
race
registration forms will be given
out from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday and Friday in the main
solicitation area of the Student
Center.
WORKSHOP ON bicycle
maintenance and touring will
,meet from 7 to 9 p.m. Monday
across from the equipment
desk.
SLIDE PRESENTATION on
Brazil will be given at 8 p.m.

Monday in the Troy Room~
LA !.F.CHE League of Carbondale will discuss breastfeeding a baby at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday at 321 Giant City
Blacktop.
A ZOOLOGY lecture titled
"Should 1-Jur Fish Eat Butter
or Artifical Spread?" will be
given bYJrofessor Robert
Stickney
Texas A & M
University at 4 p.m. Tuesday in

The manager of Arnold's
Market was arrested for obstructing a police officer f'ar!y
Sunday, according to the
Jackson County Sheriff's
Department.
Mary S. Harden~rgh, 45, of
Carbondale, was arrested after
the sheriff's department and
SIU-C Security responded to a
12:35 a.m. burglary alarm at

the store, a department
spokesman said.
Noises were heard inside the
building, and Hardenbergh
opened the store so officers
could search it. She ignored the
offic.ers' request that she stay
outside, the spokesman said,
and was arrested after
becoming "irrational and
belligerent."

~year, semester
arafter

after semester,

the college Pan frun Fidt>lity Union Lite

hu been the mOllt aecepted. most popular life insurance

~~;~~~~::A_ri"t!
I!Y_
Uniontik

300 E. Mah.
Suite 14
Carbondal£
457·3581
.
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TOURING BIKI
BLOWOUT
SAYI"o-'20C'

T RE K
.ITIIIIB

RAlEJ(;H

-Fuii

Sale Inels October 31.

~N~

CYCLE:S

3005.111. Carbondale 5049-3612

Now open Mondays until 8PM
and Sundays 1 PM-4PM

Lawson 151.
WOMEN'S SERVICES is
forming a group for women who
have returned to college. Interested persons may caU Mary
Finley at 453-3655.

-Come ski
for yourself
January 2-6, J984
at Ma/estlc Ski Resort,

3 BAD Reasons to Buy
Your Fall..Winter Coat
at Shawnee Trails

SNOW.

RAIN.

WIND.

KT22 Ski Jacket
byWllderne••
Experience

Taslon-Gorte. Outer
!Wo::Ilte.rp"1)Of yet br_thable

Lake Geneva, Wisconsin
Santi que Insulation
Reg. $128.50

$165,ncludes:
-motor coach transportation
-5 days, of nights at Hilton Hotel
-ski rental, Instruction
-11ft tickets
-pick-up spots throughout the s

Now $108.501

SHAWNEE
TRAILS
222 W. Freeman

For all the details. coli Secky af '-98352 J8. Or sfH1d your name and address to:
Collegiate Tours.
.
P.O. Sox 2195.
Carbondale. IL 6290J.
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Offer Good Until October 15.

Student researches birth defect causes
relatively low doses of morphineo in order to develop
tolerance of the drug. As with
Much research has been per- humans, the rats need ever
formed concerning the effect of increasing doses to achieve the
maternal use of drugs. alcohol same effect.
Jensen, associate professor of
and other agents on ,:m offspring. Interest is growing at psychology, said the effect in
the other end of the spectrum humans is comparable to the
concerning male use of dif- heroin addict's drowsiness after
ferent agents and their' a fix of heroin.
As with the mice study, the
ter;:.togenetic effects on offrat pups were of lower bir~pring.
As her master's thesis in thwelght than the pups in the
bil'p8ychology, Sarah Lantz is control group. Low birthweight
studying the effect of male rat is "one of the biggest indicators
morphine use on rodent off- that something has gone
wrong," Lantz said.
springs.
Lantz also found bebb'lioral
Prompted by an article indicating that male mice ad- defects including poor reflexes,
dicted to morphine, withdrawn slight learning differences and
from the drug, and mated with activity level clliferences.
These "birth defects of the
female mice produced lower
birthweight offspring, Lantz mind"
are
sometimes
decided to test rats in the same overlooked by researcher1l who
manner
and
examine focus on easily noted physical
abnormalities, Jensen snid.
behavioral effects.
In her year and a half long
Activity levels are measu!"ed
study, Lantz injected male rats by placing the rats in an elecwith morphine for five days, trieal activity monitor - a cage
withdrew the rats from the drug similar to L.'v~ir home cage and
for five Clays and mated them environment .. which measures
with non-addicted female rats. bow much the rats move over a
At mating, the drug has been heat-sensitive plate, Lantz said.
metabolized and is not present
Memory is tested by training
in the semen. Lantz said.
27-day-old rats to stay in a
Lantz's supervisor, R\1bert certain area of a box and
Jensen, said the rats start with shocking them when they
By Joyce Vonderheide
Stan Writer

venture into the whi~!! area of
the box, Lantz said. The next
. day the rats are D!aced in the
box to see if theoy remember to
stay in the correct area.
Lantz said the morphine
caused no observable differences in mother-pup intcraction, such as mothers
ignoring the pups.
Effects on mating pa~tems
were "shockingly the same"
t,etw~n the experimental and
ex-ntrol group, Lantz said.
She was concerned that
morphine might reduce the
amount of testosterone. a major
male sex hormone.
Jensen said the amount of
vaginal stimulation affects
hormonal response in some
female animals, which may
aiil!Ct the implantation of the
embrjo.
Lantz and Jensen aren't sure
how the morphine-caused
defects are transmitted to the
offspring. The morphine is not
acting on DNA, causing
mutations. Jensen said the rats
look fully formed, but are just
smaller and behaviol":!Uy different.
"Here are questions that
nobody in the world knows the
answers to," Jensen said.
To find out whether morphine
has alte~ tr" shape of the

sperm, Lantz asked Lonnie
Russell.
professor
of
physiology, and Jim Weber,
graduate student in phYSiolo~,
to examine the sperm !m~r
electron microscope.
Initial studies of t.t!sticular
tissue have not shown
signiiicant differences, Lantz
said. Other tissues, such as
epidermal, will be examined to
determine if the morphine
altered the sperm.

Jensen said he doesn't know if
the information about the
drugged fatber relates to
humans because researchers
cannot
experiment
with
bumans.
"In any case, this is potentially rtuiteo important and quite

exciting," Jensen stated.
We are not screening for
teratogenetic effects but are
trying to determine how agents
in the environment ('::tIl ['a use
birth defects, "a very, very real
problem nationwide," Jensen
said.
Finding how enVIronmental
agents are non-mutagenically
transferred to offspring will be
more important than simply
finding the effects of morphine,
Lant7. added.
Lantz's study could help
determine that males. as well
as females, should watch their
use of agents that mav have
physical and behavioraI"affects
on future generations.

Continuing Education to offer
seminar on office automation
dy John Stewart
Staff Writc:r

The Division of Continuing
Educ:ation will offer a seven
week seminar on office
automation starting Oct. 17.
TopICS for the semina.. will
include adapting office staff to
technological change, data and
word processing, and records
management.
"The information age is
here," according to Lillian
Greathouse, an SIU-C professor
of Secretarial and Office
Specialties and the instructor
for the seminar. "Office
automation can provide faster,
more efficient and productive
handling of information through
new
equipment
and

procedures," Greathouse said.
Faster, more efficient. and
cheaper to run offices have to be
planned, though. The cou.se
will attempt to aquaint office
supervisors with the int?.!gration
of machines and procedures
into
the
work
setting.
Greathouse said the course will
provide infonnation on business
machine selection, and staff
acceptance and training.

the machines by employees.
The course is designed for
offic.:! managers, executive
secretaries, administrative
assistants and others in
positions involving office
decision making. Participants
must sign up with the Division
of Continuing Education by Oct.
12, the cost is $62.

Interested

in Law School?
Attend
Pre Law Night
Tuesday, Oct. 11
School: Rm. 102
7:30pm

Seminar instructor
Greathouse is the author of
Seminar topics will include "Records Management" and
defining the suoervisor's role in "Time Management" for Media
the automated office, records Systems COl1>oration, and has
management
and taught business at a variety of
micrographics, and word and levels for the past 18 years. She
data processing. Seminar is a consultant for a variety of
participants will learn ~w to organizations and businesses. in
analyze office operations and addition to being a co-owner in
feasibility,
as w~ll
as Career associates, a local
motivation and acceptanc\! of placement firm.

Man arrested in bar incident
The Jackson County Sheriffs
Department arrested a Murphysboro man for disorderly
conduct after he allegedly
struck another man on the head
with a bar chair Sunday morning.
Randy Fricke, of Mu!'physboro, was treated and
released from Carbondale
Memorial Hospital after the
incident at 3:28 a.m. at PJ's.
tavern, Rural Route 5 in
Murphysboro.

Illinois'
fULL LINE
MUSIC STORE
Including

GUITARS
AMPS&P.A~

BAND 1NS1:B~
PlANOS & MUSIC
}{arOluig's
liOlrSt of fRusie
New"..... MaII
C'o.!eW_

-'211&

Arrested was Jesse C. Griffm,
23, of Murphysboro.
In a separate incident, the
sheriff's department is investigating an aggravated
battery reported at 11:45 p.m.
Saturday.
Danny L. Holcomb, 28, of

Ava, was treated and released
from St. Joseph Memorial
Hospital in Murphysboro after
he was beaten at JB's Place,
Rural Route 1 north of De Soto.
Holcomb called deputies to
his residence to report the in('ident. No arrests were made.

'-'~..I..&.I.'"
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meet: Dean Hopson
SIU
School and a ,'ariel.
SIU Law School Students also
Placement Officer

. L I • ..-... ...

La",

II

Escape! I! I
NEW YORK CITY

~uk;

Nov. I 8-2lfTbanks'lvln' Break)
Price Includes:
$~ 4t1t--1-1t1t
• 'l Nl:bts at William Sloane
House YMCA
• Roundtri p Airfare from
Chicago
• Motor Coacb Bus Trans• 7 Nights Accommodations at
portation
the Autotel Ritz
• S I " before Oe .. 24
• Cruise ticket of Acapulco
Plus S 10 Damlte
Bay
Deposit
~'1n~HG· 6 nights accommodations at the
• $429 Per Penon before
Nov. 1 $100 Deposit
Timber Run Condomlnlams()an.I·"
• S50 Holds Your
holds your spot
Spot
• 5 day 11ft tickets at Steamboat
Slfn UP In tile
• Dally parties Including hot
SPCOtftce
tab happy hoan
Jrdtloor
.Skllessolls at a dlscoant
Student
St 1'/penon In October
Flus StO damage deposit
S75
Dally

E~ptian,
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'CASIE' aids students
By Joan Umt::kl
Student Writer

formation about majors,
and special programs.
breaks down miormation
Career
Counseling
is possibilities, salaries,
prOviding t!le SIU-C student companies have hired
with a ~Jew dimension in tervlewed at SIU-C and
counseling - the Computer to get more information
Assisted SeH Investigation and the I'ompanies.
Exploration program.
Through mteraction with
CASIE, students are offered
career assistance in selfassessment,
career-choice
alternativet
and
selfmanagement, said James
Scales, counseling psychologist.
The self-assessment program
provides the student with an
Scales said the unique
evaluation of his pen.vatality in of the CASIE system is tl.
psychological term!' as well as system was written
m relation to the world of work, ~i·ogramm ...d
by
Scales said.
counseling and is based
C iniurmation, not a
The career choice alter- approach. The inflarn~atfG:1
natives program provides in- updated every year.

Ph. 549·3800

Staff Photo by Stephen Kennedy

Wanna dance?

~'"~~~Cl

-Joan AcceUlU'o, left, and David Zambrano, right,
oerform an Improvisational dance behind Faner
hall Friday. Zambrano, a junior in dance, says

Entrepreneurs try to capitalize
on AIDS; 'cures' promoted
LOS ANGELES (AP) From vitamins and nutritional
programs to shots and even
acupuncture, entrepreneurs are
offering cures, preventive
treatment and advice on AIDS
to a nervous public - for a
price.
Thp medical community says
there is no cure for AIDS, or
acquired immune deficiency
zyndrome. a disease marked by
ti;c inabili\y of the body's immune sysb~m to resist disease.
"Lack ai knowledge opens the
area up to entrepreneurship,"
said Dr. Shirley Fannin of the
Los Angeles County Health
Department. Some of the socalled cures, she said, "quite
obviously are hocus-pocus and
old things that never cured the
things thP.y were promoted for
50 years ago."
Homosexuals, Haitians,
abusers of injectable drugs and
hemophiliacs are most likely to
get AIDS. It is apparenUy
spread by sexual contact,
contaminated needles and blood
transfusions, not by casual
contact.
Siuce ~IDS appeared in 1979,
it has struck more than 2,400
people and claimed 981 lives,
according tb the Centers for
Disease Control in AUanta.
"I think that whenever
there's an epidemic and the fear

of the public is stimulated, that
Mitch
Bart,
education
certain people will take ad- coordin::.tnr for the AID5-KS
vantage of the fear and the (Kaposi's Sarcoma) Founpanic that ~curs in the com- dation in San Francisco, recalls
munity among
high-risk finding flyers for one purported
groups," said Dr. Bruce Osher, preventive measure in the
co-chairman of the medical subway.
advisory board for the AIDS
"I sent that to the Postal
Project in Los Angeles.
Inspector in San Bruno," Bart
Osher, Ms. Fannin and other said. He said recenUy he was
public health official!; say they. told that jojoba oil, made from
learn of most so-called alter· the seeds of a small shrub found
native medicine approaches to in the desert Southwest, was an
AIDS from the public.
effective measure against
"We usually get asked 'What AIDS.
about this cure?' or 'What about
this treatment?' We also have
Bart is also looking into an
people send us newspaper advertisment which appeared
clippings or advertisements," in a national gay magazme. The
Ms. Fannin said.
ad ur~ed reaoors to send $5 to a
"Once somebody sent us a Washington mailing addre&. for
copy of a page from the a "First AIDS Alert Kit."
Acupuncture News supporting
''There is no early warnir.g
the notion that acupuncture was
for AIDS," he said. "My
aD effective treatment."
Because of strict U.S. law" on suspicion is that you will get
marketing unproven cures, Iitera~ure telling you about the
some offerings come from symptoms, and we can do that
for 10 cents ..
Mexico.

Lorraine O'Malley has been
selected as director of
publication for University
Relations. In the newly created
position,
O'Malley
will
supervise A!umnus magazine
and the SIU Courier.

O'Malley, 39, of St. Louis, wap
managing editor for 10 years Ii
DECOR, a national trade
magazine for art galleries. She
attended the University of
Wisconsin and the University of
Missouri.

~~~.

~

~M.u WILL NEVER BE THE SAME

~

~--.~~~~
~
.... w!:!!d MONDAY NIGHTS ~...
...

.

~

=Monday Night Footbc.,11

Like you've never seen It before I

45. Drafts
_Quarter-Halftime Specials
~

~

I-''--I~~~~:I'-'
l00W. Walnut
Carbondale. IL

Open
Mon·Frl
7:30A.M.·6P .M.
Sot. 911. M ·6P.M.

, - -______ - _ COUPON - - - - - - -•• -.-'....

.

F!Qsh roto

I. No 11m:; on nu ... _ 0/ toll. per coupon
2. Good only Man .. Oct. IOThru Sat .. Oct. 15
3 Cannot be UNO with other coupon.

Roll Color Print Pn,c40.!I!ng Done In our Lab_
(Color Negative Film Only. Repr;.", No! Induded)

1

126. 135 Film $Izes

BDCVCLE TOURING

~
Intramural

WOIRKSHOP

Recreational

eWHERE TO GO

•

Sports

eWHATTO BRING
e PLANN!NG TIPS

MONDAY
OCTOBER 10
7·9 P.M.

Publication director selected'

~ ~. ~~

~

!IJlIMtM.,...~ <---')

tile movements are based on improvi811tions
worked oai with other stndenis. AcceUuro is a
senior majoring in food and nutritiou.

~

A different special after
every touclldown I

~
.•.

~

ON~
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tIt

Presents

THE ORIGINAL
MOVIE POSTER EXHIBIT
AND SALE
Hundr~ of original

movie posfeB
and memorrJblJ1O from the silent
days to the present.

Oct. 11·13
. 9amto6pm
WHERE' Stud.nt Center
. South E.calato!' Ar~

WHEN' Tue•• thru Thu ....

CATCH THE ACTION
TJ'IIIO seRliN
AND I COLOR TV'I ~

~~~~
~.~ ~
.
'.

Made II' Hollywood. USA

Rm dips ~ 01 day long
otourmini-lhealTe.

DON'T MIS.C; 111
including such Nn 01. .

8oneWIIII!llo>Yillld
F1aIIIcIance
0IIIcetan;l"~a.~

PInk

FIo,.,_ 1M WGI

Car~er planning counselor:

'It's a recruiter's market'
By Roger Garrison
Student Writer

Staff Photo by Scott Shaw

As SIU-C graduates enter into
a ~ight job narket, the interview process becomes more
important than ever, says Mike
Murray, SIU-C career planning
and placement service C(lunselor.
"Everybody is afraid of llJe
economy right now." Murray
said. "The present economy has
mad,~ the job market really
tight. Personnel managers are
more selective than they used to
be. There are fewer jobs
available to a greater number
of graduates."
The job interview is a highly
predictable event, according to
Kenneth Veil, corporate vice
president of human resources
for AM International.
Personnel managers across
. the country ask many of the
same questions with only a
slight variation among different
companies. Veil said research
and careful preparation are an
important part of a successful

interview.
Although research is important in preparing for ar.
interview, i.he entire process is
actually selling - selling one's
self.
"An interviewee must be an
effective salesman," said
Rob<.!rt Suvada, national ae.·
count executive for Xp!"<)x
Corporation,
According to Suvada, college
grades becomf' "'relevant
during an inter·,le\\.
"The must important thing a
potential employee can bring to
an interview is the ability Itl
communicate effectively,"
Suvada said. "We're looking for
people that present a high
energy level and a positive
mental attitude. At Xerox. we
fee! that people are our most
important asset."
"It's now a recruiter's
market," said Murray, who
. works in the B-Wing of Woody
Hall. "The applicants used to be
able to pick and choose. Now the
recruiters have the upper
. hand."

On the 50

Introduction
to Yoga

Tracy Stone, sophomore in mathematics, and relax after attending a tailgate party and the
Victor Caesarlo, freshman in marine biology, footbaU game between SIU-C and Drake.

Students lDay qualify for food
By David Baldwin
Staff Writer
John is a composite of the
typical SIU-C student receiving
food stamps. He is an undergraduate and, although he is
currently drawing only the
minimum allotment of stamps,
he believes the food stamp
program is "there to be used.
Everybody else does it. to
John's father earns income
"in the 50 percent bracket," but
John has established his status
as an independent student in
order to maximize the financial
aid he is able to qualify for.
"U you're thl! only one who
signs the ACf app;ication, they
can't check out anyone else,"
John said.
John is one of an apparently
small group of students who
have tak'.'!n t..'1e time to understand the multitude of aid
programs in existence and
learn how to put them to their
perllonaI use. There is nothing
illegal in the ~ of such
programs if a student qualifies
according to the federal
reguIations in force. The ethical
questions are an indiviGuaI
matw.
"Food stamp eligibility is
based on a uniform set of
criteria that apply to every
applicant in the same way, tt
said Dan Pitman, spokesman
for the Illinois Department of
Public Aid in Springfield. "But
there are certain limitations
that apply to students," Pitman
added in a seemingly contradictory remark.
. .:he limitations to which

Pitman ref~rred regards the
requirement that students be
employed, either in a job of at
least lQ hours per week or in a
federal work-study position.
Since lion-students are not
required to be employed, the
requirement seems to be an
anomaly of the system.
Pitman said 1>e didn't know
why there is a
work
requirement for students.
According tv information
supplied by the Illinois
Department of Public Aid,
applicants for the food stamp
program are allowed _stain
asset and income limits and still
meet eligibility standards.
Generally, single persons may
have assets of up to $1,500 and a
gross monthly mcome of $507.
These limits then increase with
household size. These, however,
are only gem,;:al guidelines.
The application procedure
requires individuals to presE'nt
extensive documentation of
their rwandal position to local
caseworkers. 'For students,
t~ese begin with a s'>cial
security card and include
everything from pay stubs and
checkbooks to proof of
scholarship and financial aid
award letters.
The award letter is a central
part of the documentationproces:l for studt.-nts, according
_to Pitn'!an, _and every bit of

evl<!ence of financial condition
is then thoroughly checked
before eligibility is finally
determined. If an award letter
indicates federaj work study
employment, Pitman said,
actual job placement is
verified.
This process of eligibility
determination obviously takes
time. Currently, it takes about
two weeks from initial request
before an applicant is even able
to submit the necessary
documents for consideration.
But there is an emergency'
provision' which might be of
most interest to students of
anything in the entire program.
"U a student is really strapped
for cash," said Pitman, "and it
can be determined from a
simple cursory check that he
has no way to buy food,
emergenc) food stamps can be
issued within three days. to
This means that students whl)
are experiencinJ a delay in the
receipt of their fmancial aid and
ar;, out of cash can get
emergency food stame.s almost
immediately. "Eligibility is
determined by r.urrent income
and expenses omy," said Pitman. "U a delay in financial aid
is experienced, eligibility is
based on present status, ~t
future. The future is the future
and not to be taken into account."

An Introduction to the physical. mental
& spiritual uneflts of yoga. Come with

a Itlanket ancl clreuecl to r.lax.
Begin. Tues., Oct. 11, 3;30·5pm
for 5 weeks
Call 536-4441 to register.

Golden Key
Notional i!2lr Society

SCHOLAST~t ACHIEVEMENT &

EXCELLENCE

Questi~ aboUt our organizationi
Visit UI at the Golden Key
Information Table located in
the main lobby of the Student Center.
October 10.11 and 12
from 9am.. 3pm

PRIME TIME PRESENTS
The Weekend 'Extension-Every Monday Is
Student Night
Sh~N us your Student 1.0.

and get Happy Hour Prices on

ALL DRINKS - ALL NIGHT

.".~

....

UecIiIn wiIhM .......

• 50¢ Draft Beers • UVE BANDS • DANCING
Bril)g a friend or group and Join us for Student Night at th.~ Prime Time.

·tMg.lllectianof_ ......

A_.

.....- incIudInt '--.
1Mb.

IncInot.

-".SVSMOl .......
·1·" 10 a fool 0iIM0 A.....,.,
...... IIewc-lonll TV "'-MOl

T_

Will's
Sateilite
Syst.ms Ant.nn.·..
&

887-2402 or 884-6587

L:.'i:;a:;tr:..->~

AND REMEMBER: Tues. & ThtU'S. are Ladies N!ght and Wed. Is Party Night
Every Friday /rom JlnoOn-J:3Opm our /u!tbt

~ lwK;heon wftrh~ provided b,:I R~

Serv',.. LUncll7 day. a Wftft Ham-3pm
ServinJ{ Dinner Sun- Thur 5pm-JOpm
Sen.ir.. Dinner Frl-Sot 5vm-lJpm
Route J3 Ean Nut to t1ni~"'ity Ma1l51t-505J
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..Ousified Inform.tlon R.tes
.. 15 Word MInimum

,

m~':Il~.ll."~~ cents per wordi

KE 125 KAWASAKI, 19111, recently
serviced, excell~nt cGnditioo, low
miluge, $500 O. E. O. 687·4452.
Must see!
2859Ac37

Il1x5O COLONIAL MOBILE' home'l
WIde inned, with deck, partially
rem!Seled, new doors and windows. $2500., 549-5502.
2893Ae37

1979 KAWASAKI KZ400 7,000
miles. Excellent transportation.
Best offer. Hil8-758-2715. 2855Ac40

=ecJ~c:fekn=a~'h~~tJ~~

529-3595.

oro
da
~ T~ r:;. NIia'eteell O.y...... eeuta

1975 KAWASAKI 900, Kerker
beader, excellent condition. 5292333. 9-6pm Tuesday • Sat~~~.c38

pe-::Ww~:J. ~M:;.

1979.185 HONDA Twinstar. ex.

per word, per clay.

.

2935Ae40

12x50 2 BEDROOM Academy.
~. 54!-~=--1'2927Ati40

2880Ac40

2210.

d

w';':!:e'::'ra NlMO.r-7 cents per

HOUle.

I

TRAILEIl, 8X40, ALL wood in·

;:8~g~?:>~e!r~~di~~'sJ~w

'rwo O.y_1 Cellta per word. per
-three 01' Four O.y.-8 cent •• per

Bicycle.

""""'"

O.y-S eeutl

~~~~~~, Accept~~~
SO' SUZUKI GN400. BOIIgi!t in 81'.
Black with gold mags, backrest, 70
mpg. Great for campus. Excellent
shape. $750 firm. 529-3697. 2924Ac40

CARBONDALE.
COUNTRY
WEST Cedar Lake. Energy ef.·
ficient, 2 bedroolD5, carpet. S225!
DeposIt. Immf'di..'1tely available.
549-3850.
2813BI:.311
SUPER, 2 BEDROOM, centralair, 91!lodburner, tara~e, 11;'

INSURANCE
Low Motorcycle Rat..
AIIO
Auto. Home. MaW.. Hqme
tt.aIth. IncIvfcIuaI &. GnIup

Flnanel ... Avail

f4

,

Real htate
GRIZZLY ADAMS RANCH.

=k5,O:p~ ~~:~~'!l'~~e:

FOR SALE

.

:-

.

. Automobile.
,

.

~;:a~~n~':~' g~~ t~~~e45~~'

.

miles, am·fm, IIrtrack. $1000 Gr
best. 529-1405 or 457-4870. 2791Aa37

CRAB ORCHARD LAKE. 40 acres,

39601. ~OD orders call 1-601-835·
1085.
::6t>8Af45

ALTO PASS. 20 minutes from SIU.
3 bedroom. 2 bath, fireplace, chain

• 77 MUSTANG II Hatchback, 4
~I., ~d mpg, excellent con·
dition,
t offer, 529-1860'
2842Aa37

893-2900. anytime. 538-7575. wt"!k·
days.
B2874Ad53

MURPHYSBORO.

CIRCLE THIS AD. Phone to_

m'lttress and liox ~rinr included
$300. Call 684-4492 ter :TtAf38

1973
V.W
SUPER
Beetle,
automatIc, AM·FM .cassette,
sunroof, goOd body, engIne. $1350.
Call 529-4697.
2864Aa37
1975 TRIUMPH TR7. Rebuilt

~~Mex=~~m:::;;:,$I~J~

r.-it·

best. 457-11878 after 6pm. 2876Aa38

~ 1976

TOYOTA 5 speed 4 door
Corona. Excellent mechanically,
$1450 or best. 457-8878 after 6pm.
I
2IrT7Aa38
I

shaded
6ackyard
walking
distance to university two full
baths, includes washer'" dryp.r,
di~l, dishwllsher, refrigerator',
ran'6&"oven. Owner has left area.
Call Heins AgeDCl~S:O

KITCHEN TABLE AND 6 chairs,

~
~tn~;~~t~w~
F06
p.m.
2902A139
I

Col_J._lry.CI~. . ." ..... Itc.

~~~ ~~~~l~' Ca~'1~

5p.m.

10xs0 NEWLY REMODELED with

=f\:c~~~~: ~~5ft ~~?247~a~~i~

2896Aa39

1974 DODGE VAN. Nt: .. tires,
brakes. Need to see. Call 457-8607
after 4 p.m.
2900Aa37
1976 OLDS DELTA 88, +dr., 85,000
miles, some rust. $1200. Call 893'JSS1 after 5 p.m.
2!l15Aa37

CARBONDALE. AVAILABLE 122(,.\l3 48 Skyline with screened·in

:t~~~ \~~~t~o~~~~~

• 78 FORD FIESTA 4 spe'.ld, 4
cylinder, 1M. exceller.t roilditioD,
. 8I1l·ratM91l~ 5.49-Tl34. ~Aa:n _ CARBONDALE. VERY NICE 1973

~. Motorcycle.
. 1981 SUZUKI GN400. Runs and-

~ksaft:i:~.:.best. B~~~
1980

YAMAHA

400

Special,

~~:a ~IIN:Oo~ea~. ~~~

A.1 T.V.

457.7009

Across from 71~Jkok5tore

~::!~~!~l~a~rices~l~et s~~~~:S

~!Mf' Must see to appr~tA-:;

" ..............•.....11".
2831A1!:,t

NEAR AIRPORT, 12x52, super
clean, 2 bedroom, furnished, DIce

A UARIUMS MU~r-HYSBORO.
TaOPICAL (iS~ sma)) animals
and birds. Also ~ and cat
~!!'•. Beckman's
.,20 N. 17
., 6-."l\-fi811.
B2868Ah53

~~:r:lah:l ~,~ft~~~on, ~1t&:~~ :s~~~r.ts. Be~l~1
2838Ac42
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Pet. & SUppne.
DOG
GROOMING
CAR·
BONDALE, Pick·up, delivery .

SUR;

miles

east

of

r:dR~a~L:e~~~~~, 1~!~\~~~~~

furnished, central air, natural gas,
underpinned'u anchor~ close to
~~.and niversity a:}lo~

VERY EXCELLENT 12x65. Two
bedrooms, furnished, air, natural
rgs, underpinne1J anchored. Close
ca~us and niversi~ Mall.
$185.:<s33.
B 41Bc48
VJo:RY NICE lOXSO, 2 bedrooms,

Now Renting for Fall end Spring.
EHicienci.. and 1 bedroom apt•. No
pe's. laundry 'ceiliti...
P'ynIrnhhl
(2 blk •. from Campus)
5161. . . . 11...
,.9-2454 457·7941

24·hour estimate service
9O-da-t warranty

715 S.III. Ave.

1",

~ing (4", month) contracts.
one 549·6612, 549·3002 after 5
p.m.
B272SBc50

B2920Ba36

TELEVISION REPAIR
F~EE ESTIMATES

=~ ~~&~rtiaIlY fur;'\~e42

Pleasant Hill T. C. , ~Ae40

Located

New teking Foil and Spring centrce,,"
for efficienci... 1 bedroom and 2 bed·
room apt. 3 blocks fr"" Campus. No
pets.
Glen Wlllr.m..••••ntala
510 S. Unl ...nlty
457·7941 '''''·2454

89Ag41

Rental/Sales New &Used

12x65 WITH LARGE addition, new

CONCERNED ABOUT WINTER
heating bills? One bedroom

fg:a1mf~~' ~n~reet~l r::~~

:t~tl:t~~~e~:~~.egallt~1irr

~~ n,*~a~a~t=
heate~ slorage shed, partia~

TWO BEDROOM COMPLETELY
furnished, air conditioned, an·
chored and underl!inned, good
condition. Located in Lakewood
Park subdivision east of Carbondale. $145-month. Phone 5496612, 549-3002 after 5pm. B27:148c48

LARGE THREE BEDROOM some
utilities included 1'10 pets, deposit

-

SPEAKERS, TECHNICS PRO
SB7000A, 3·way monitor, v~ry
~od condition, $440.00 o.b.o.
ooe 457·7893.
2818Ag41

1971 CHEVY IMPALA. A beater

2890Ba37

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT, 2 blocks from
campus. Available Oct. 17th.
~c~t:Itcl~~d. ;:;:[&~nd h'ash
2898Ba39

~m~~r~l ~t~~tOk¥l.:.~a'l g~~her~nku~a~~d HI~'!.!n w~!y~:
f:~ta~~:e~:.v, after ~=40 ~~~.eA~~~i~ :w~~~:;~;~

For Anything Of
Gold Or Silver

FUN! FUN! FUN! 1976 Fiat

MoblleHome.

ItSt~~ ~25 Cfomji:::
M'~~J~~~:onJ;~~~~utfu~~: ~Iff~
~:t waster money. I'.aR:Z:9~

Call now, 54!H>434.

NICE 2 BEOROOM, quiet, well

INSTANT CASH

i:rw:~e~re~i~~:n-;a booS!e:r
~r.127.

~~~~nfSOJ~voeJ;i~eM~~~n~~1

1981 ONE AND Two bedroom
nicely furnished, energy savin/.
campus. Sorry, nO~iB~

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT
with utilities included Six or nine
month lease. No mixed room·
mates. Located at 811 Cherry. Call
529-3540. $300 per month. 2901Ba39

SEASONED FIREWOOD OAK "
hickorv. 1·987·2468 or 1-9117·21140,
after 4'pm.
2938Af55

booster. $200. 529-9213.
Mike.

excellent condition. $3450. 529-4503
after 6p.m.
2894Aa44

=-

~~ {;~in~~~~~a:i~ ~~!t

ID

PONTIAC CATALINA. 1973 four·

door. Excellent running condition.
$650. 54~2950.
2866Aa38

12' . WIDE TWO-BJ,WROOM;
~iet; fumis~d; South Hwy. 51,
c ose to cam)us in R(,xanne, 5494fJ77.
2499Bo4O

serious students preferred.
Gne
549-6990 after 1: 00 p.m. 2891Ba53

COMPLETE CAR STEREO
system. AM·FM digital cassette,

2837Aa36

",oblle Home.

TWO ROOMMATES iI<"EEDED for

Electronics

{y~~~~ieo=~4~~'

6..

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

BEDROOM

J&J CalnsH3 S. 111457-6131

'1

FOUR BEDI\OOM FARMHOUSE .

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY ~~~;. ~2ft:'~~8~il:~~ ~~eko:n::
APARTMENT with shower. P~ Available immediately. 2939Bb38
$165 plus elec!riCit
~1l6
.
College, Apt. 22, ~4!Hi61 . 287'...13843
CARTERVILLE
EFFIClEN(,."Y
APARTMENTS, furnished, water
paid. $llO·month. Immediate
~::a~y. Route 13 crossr~WJ6

BUY, SELL, TRAD~. Gold,.
antiques, bicycles, jeweiry, coins
guns, collectibles, Silve~ good
ces . M:f.hysboro Ex ange
103 Walnu , open 12·5 exciEl
Sunday, 687·1101.
2809 37

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE for
sale in Greenbriar addition,
Carterville. $6500 down payment.
Call 985-6497 for more detailS.
2908Ad45
CARBONDALE'S BEST BUY!
1201 West College. Full basement

I

B2766AfSO

~~re, f~~~= ~~~rii:d~~l~~

available", mile Giant City
School. Cralley Real Estate, Phone
451-7222.
2907Actr7

I vinyl
:t:~r:c=rtnec':!i~l~a~~
siding, c'orner lot, private

~~~~ige. f!fWlor~fdi~~!i~sh:rn:

graduate students. Appointment

WHEEL CAR LIFT for van. Sell or
trade. 1-993-2000.
2819Af36

r

1980 GRAND PRIX, silv.er with
black top. ~o:od gas mIleage.
excellent condition. 529-5846.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _284_lAa_39_.
1973
CHEVELLE,
AM.FM
Cassette, good motor and body,
$100. 457·2245.
2858Aa37

B2895Bb44

HOMEFINDERS WILL HELP you
find a rental! For free service call
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT in 529·5252 or 529-3866. Division of
Diederich Real Estate. B28llBb55

r:~~i~'!'d.a~;fJmJ~t F~~~m~~t

SMITH CORONA PORTABLE
:i~~.caJm:"ter, Excellent,
2820Af36

~~:nth~~t~ uR~~rAf:~si~~~~g:

~o=·54=~:d~~DCY.

W~J:e. W:1~~oB~~~4a806

Goss Property Manage1~~~1' Seven miles from SIU prefer

~e~~~~::n~·~~~!Zs. ~t~Jl

~6e:::e~A~t~UY~fo,:nl~

ONE B.EDROOM .COTTAGE.
Clean, rucely furnished. Close to

apl!liances, water and trash fur·
nlshed. $250·month. Lease. 451· ~~~~pO~~~~~y ~g~il~'
5790.
BZ167Ba48 south of ~arbondale. Available
immediately. Call 1-893-2683 after 6
2940Bb40
BE READY FOR winter, 2 p.m. or wee/rends.

t>~d'B~Mil7:xtroo~~~~~

• 73 AUDI FOX, 32 plus mpg. Runs
great, very ciean, $1650, affer 5:1>?.1
529-2942.
2839A8'l4I

g:.~54~~~rl:is. tile2836~~

J

CLEAN, QUIET, ONE bedroor
. apartment.
Available
im·

barn,

on Old 51. 549-1782.

~~.~; ;~.~~~

.. Ap~rtm~"tl

JENNY'S ANTIQUES " used .
furnitare, Carbondale. Buy and
sell. Old Route 13 west. Turn south
Midland Inn Tavern, go 3 miles.
549-4918.
B2409Af38
COLLEGE SWEATSHIRTS!
HARVARD (frey)·Yale (white)·
Princeton
navfi)·Dartmouth
(kelly)·North Caro ina m. blue)·
USC (white)-others. $12.50 each

r'I!~~e !;:a~:J,::.~ti~~ '::~
avtailable. ~,ooo or best offer..90

RENt\.

.•.

Mllcellaneou.

percent financing available at 12
percent over 10 year term. Phone
549-3002 afttlr 5 ~ fnr. aPtl~ointment
to see. This IS a rpm. BZn6Ad40

II

FO~

549-3000

197&FIAT 4-DR good conmtion and
1972 Ohls +dr. Both cars are good
dependable cars, Fiat 28 mpg. Call
54~10.
2810Aa38

1978 FORD F~TA Hatchback, 4cyl., 39,00(1 mlies, $2500 or best
offer, 457·2134 or 549-4437, after 5
pm.
B2843A839

,

I

CHANNEL SUNN
board wi~~

~~.~~g

atN. Hwy.51
Carbondale
or Call

A Y ALA INSURANCE
457-4123

50 percent by forest preserve in
Pope County (45 miles from
CarllOndale). Has 7 room house
with bath plus mobile tx.~e pad
$75,000. 9 'percent finll:!cing
available. Will divide house
and 'Jther buildinns, 35 tillable
~[.~~7 ,500. Ca col1e~~l~

TWELVE

s..~Bushur

II
I

I

~~~ii~~~~,a!~c~~~~~1 ~a~e u~~
~l:. ana University ~~2t~

SMALL QUIET PARK. 12x6O two
or three bedroom, furnished,
anchored, underpmned, A·C,
&lrry DO pets. 549-2938
or
3331.
B2792Bc40

:::,rvl.

COUNTRY PARK MANOR
l·Bed. $160
EFF·$l35
9 & 12 month contracts.
30 day contracts also
available.
All with Privote Bath,

A/C. and Kitchen Fac.
Newly Remodeled
Slightly higher.
NO Deposit with
Approved Credit.
Call 529·1741

SICURITY ,.TROlLED

CARBOl...JALE.
Ramada Inn_
.

2 MILES North
Furnished, 2

~d;~I!\~~:!~fi!hfe.a~g!~.oo.
2814Bc38

t,B~~~OO~edN~~~I~~ t.;
FrostM.~. P. C!!.l1457-8924.
2833Bc42

TWO AND THREE bedroom
mobile homes. Furnished and air
conditioned. Re,lSOnable. Glisson
Court. 616 East ·~ark.
2828Bc42

I

.>

Mobile Hom••

~~~rs ~~~~~t_~: :~;!~Oasr~~~

2 BEDttOOMS. Clean, nicely
furnished. Close to campus. Im~~i:~~ ~=~y. No r~i:~7
NICE QUIET LOCATION.

~1I

Mickey.

2865Bc43

MALIBU VILLAI}E 12x60 front
and rear bedrooms, I.,.. bath,
washer, furnished, excellent
condition. Available after October
15th. $225-month with lease and
deposit. 549-5550.
B2925Bc40
PARADISE ACRES \2x50 2
bedroom, furnished $IBO-month.
549-5550.
B2926Bc40

TOW

1'RUCif--DRIVER.

Ex-

~~F~Pe~~n~ r~~~~lC:°~i

SOut~ Illinois
Dlinois 62901.

Street. Carbonaale,
2674C36 .

HANDY MAN,

CARBONDO\LE.

~rel!!:T~~?':bl~O ~~~jnfo

emergency calls. Reply to Box
No.lD, Daily Egyptian, Communications Bltig., Carbondale,
n., 62901.
B2675C46

ROY AL RENT ALS

~~~§.E~~~~~der~~-.3PorD:a~i

Apartments
Mobile Homes
Furnished & Air Condo
No Pets

~~iii~~en:(~i~~~:~rr I e:i
King's Inn Hidewa~ loca~ at

time. Dancers: S5.00 per hour.

FREE BUS
TOSIU

• Laundromat
• CABLEVIS:ON
.1 or 2 bath!!
.2 or 3 bedrooms

.$145-$360

SERVICES OffERED ;1

M~.

~

~~~Sr:~i~~E.Bt ~;~f~r!~

teed Lacquer $250. side moldings,

~~~~e!J~~7'=~~~~~~~~~~~:

for appointment of informa~~E36

TYPING - THE OFFICE. 409 West
Main Street. 549-3512.
2431E36

~:EED A PAPER typed? IBM
Selectric. Fast '" accurate,
reasonable rates. Guaranteed no
, errors.
549-2258.
2455E37
2827C51

appointment.

~~apyaf~~1.1xc~~~~i:I~°:l,
~~i~Ni~io~~~e6~t:lacat~dP;~~~~~.

Department,

St. Elizabeth's
H~spital, 211 S.
Third St.,
Belleville, IL. 62221 (618)234-2120,
ext. 1493.
B2785C39
PART-TIME CONTRACTUAL
MAINTENANCE man in exchange
for rent. Electrical'lJumbing,
~~?' experience. fe~r~

~~~l:W¥G t:i~Jrfn~ATIO~~d

alterations. Bestj)rices. 1182 East
Walnut (behind Universit Mall),
?~r~pm, !\londay-Satur ~i:s~
.YOU PAY MORE you pay less,
but when it comes io clJimneli:' go

• ~i~~~ §~e~~fJiri~~er:~
: : . :. S. G. Carterville2s~

I. AIM DESIGN Studio-garments

~~t~~.I°m!rfo~~~~:~r::s~

529-3998.

OVERSEAS JOBS - SUMMEROn!y2mU.
North of Campus.
Single Rat.
Available

X~~Wa~n~Si~.u~°J'lj;.i~i~m~
~~w~~~tl% 1~~h~~Co:a

Del Mar, CA 92625.

2II22CS1

NEED A RELIABLE Student to

HWY51 NORTH
549-3000

J:::~f~: ~W!~~~~:tJ~!r3sW~

l80ur area. GOOd pay. Write Room

_'":' S. Dearllom, Chic~&s

REGISTERED NURSES, FULL
and part time, all shifts. Call for

~~~iw~e~~r~~~re =~~:,i~

Lewis Lane, Carbondale, IL 62901.
529-5355.

NEW SIGMA PHI Epsilon
Fraternity House- 4 extra rooms
for ind~dents. SI45-month. Ask

2853C37

~llt\ke~~~85~' P~fM1t

PART-TIME
SECRETARY
NEEDED 3;.~5 to 5:45 Mon. Thurs. for law office in Carbondale. No shorthand, excellent

KING'S INN MOTEL 825 East

Murphysboro,lL62966.

=n~Jsoo.n~I;,er:n~ ~.ff:
~~~~lce:, Ib~~,wea~~' u~rN[es,~~~
2584Bd42

NICELY FURNISHED SINGLE
JIO'lm. 1.,.. blocks from campus.
All utilities included. Call 549-5596
after 5:00.
B2808Bdal
'1-

Roommate.
. sHARE TWO BEDROOM ap!!rtment in house near campus. Call
529-2355 after 10 pm.
2623Be43

i:~~·t:c~e~~t:;: ~n~ ~s~: ~~
2863C39

EARN S200 OR more monthly
working part time. No ex~rience.
All ages. Complete details - at.

~~~I~M~ ~~, ~r~~le:
IL 62901.

2906C37

RADIO LOGIC TECHNOLOGIST,

~in~: :xp~'rie:ce~:::[~'ed~uJt
tt~'b~:,e=:J, e!:~~rltal,
_.

2603E42

'STOR-N-LOCK

MINI

~~~~la1:,' sel~t~rag~~~~

many sizes available, low mmthly
rates, for more info, call 529-1133.
B2596E43

TERM PAPERS,
THESES,
Dissertations, resumes, report
projects, etc., (IBM electronic
eqwpement> Call 549-6226. 2636E45
THE HANDYMAN - PAINTING,
glazing, drywalling, electrical.

c:~!~~? All j~g!i~~e ~~~~:
~ality

457-7026.

'Nork. Reasonable rates.

2765E48

PAINTING INTERIOR
EXTERIOR. Guaranteed professional
quality. Al Raila, 529-4868. 2790ESO
NEED A READER? Services for
the blind, fortiall1e blind'uelderly or
~~=, or a ee. Ca ~r'~
TYPING - 90 CENTS per page.
n;::~.per and title page.~~
TYPING - RUSH JOBS and
regular. Cassette tapes transcribed. Termpapers, thesesdissertations, bOok manuscripts,

~~~t~~~i~~~~'
2757ES3

549-2794

Monday and Fridoy 12Noon.4pm
Tuesday 12N",.,..-3pm
oncIlhur~

9am-12Noon

STRESS
eDKJIEASE TEN$ION
.INCllEASE PIIlfOIIMANCE IN

SCHOOL

.IMHOVlC~11ON

3 RESPONSLBLE FEMALFS for
house. 3 blocks to cempus. 5491664, after 5 ask for Karen or call 1985-3187.
2871Be43

• AVOID UNNECUSAIIY IUNESS
FOIl HEll' • INfO., CAll WEUNESS
CENTEIt.~1

_LOST·

NEEDED 1 MATURE Female
roommate to share bi~ farmhouse

..... ;:

:$'; %•.--- .

~W~fi:~~~~ ~:~~~
2885Be38

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
lar~e secluded counm' house 11
:::, f;~~~r.ssOme:~~tt:ie:~
responsiole oon-smoker preferred

~~~~:~~t~::[~~d:n~

FOUND

.-~

kitten wearing white nea conar

::t

The

Classifie
536-3311

:~~~CarOODdale~~~~~

2909Be38

::

.. ~~,- -

SMALL FEMALE TIGER-strijled

:s!rt~

BALLOON BOUQUETS $12.50 &:

W:a~tfJl~r~; i:of-r' call

~~e~w;b!f!v;~l~~~o:i~.~~

B2919Be54

FEMALE DANCERS AT Chalet in
Murfv~ysboro. S5.00mYc:r hour.
~~~.: person. For orm~~i

5222.

2723147

HORSEBACK RIDING! TRAll.S!
Lessons! Gentle horses for sale.
2911154
Hoofbeats - 457-4370.

"The key was made for him to
be presented at the time he was
made press secretary, not after
he was shot," Sd.wartz said.
"You see, this is the first time
he's been home since he was
named press secretary."
Gov. James R. Thompson will
declare Oct. 9-16 as "Jim Brady
Week in illinois."
Brady grew up in Centralia,
attendir.g grade and high school
here before he left for the
University of Illinois in
Champaign,
where
he
graduated in 1962 with a journa!iSl!1 degree.
NeMly 21-.· years ago, when
Brady was shot during the
assassination attempt, the
community was gripped with
shock and disbelief. As word of
the shooting reached the
community, friends, neighbors
and classmates fiocked to the
modest white-frame house of
Harold and Dorothy Brady as
they awaited word on Brady's
condition.
Now, they're ready to
welcome him home, but Schwartz said most activities will
be private, to allow Brady an
enjoyable visit. Even the
parade is to be much smaller
than normal. To keep the
event focused on Brady, Schwartz said -he turned down offers from people all across
Southern illinois who wanted to
march in the parade.
"He's coming home to visit
and he doesn't want to be in the
spotlight all the time," Schwartz said.

Puzzle answers
FL
PESTER
B
NE
NOISE
II
EA
CONTE
EOjCHAOjTEO
I
0
TEASE
EP
ESTER
RS
STELA
YEO

P

fNTEJH A INMENT . :~.

VANT TO BE Alone? We'll give

~:em~WeDh~:::

GANG OF
FOUR
OCTOBER. II
.536-3393

'lIGNA T
ectlilllTHIIGHT

~~~~~;:~~~~.!or~~e ~
~~~.tH;'~:~9-~~~la~K~s

5766.

I love ,man
in uniform/and
so will you.

Fr_ pregnancy t.tlng
• confidential assistance

3RD ROOMMATE FOR a 3bedroom trailer. S80 plus one-third
2845Be37
utilities and deposit.

p.m.

I

B2936C40

FEMALE NONSMOKER WANTED to share large, beautiful
,home in Carbondale, SUD-mo. 457I 2610.
2878Be39

Cen tralia sets
big welcome
.for Jim Brady
CENTRALIA (AP) - Marching bands, Boy Scouts, civic
leaders and welcoming banners
will greet White House press
secretary James Brady when
he returns home Monday.
Brady, 43, will visit his
hometown of Centralia, a
Southern Illinois city of about
15,000, for the first time since he
was shot in the head during an
assassination attempt on
President Reagan in March
1981.
Brady's 76-year-old mother,
Dorothy, still lives here. His
father,
Harold,
died
in
December 1981.
A group of friends have
organized a series of activities
to welcome Brady, most of
them private.
. "All we're trying to do is tell
him we're proud of him, we're
welcoming him home and that
we want him to rest as much as
possible and visit with family
and friends," said Charles
"Red" Schwartz, one of the
organizers .
But, Monday will be a day of
fanfare, when Brady, his wife,
Sarah, and son, Scott, enter the
city by car and ride tJ>.rough
town in a parade with the city's
junior hi~ and high school
bands, a fIre truck and Brady's
old Boy Scout troop.
When he arrives downtown,
Mayor Jack Sligar will present
Brady with a key to the city and
a proclamation declaring
Monday as "James Brady
Day."

DAVIS
CONSTRUCTIONANYTHING from a hole in your
roof to a whole new holL<!. Insured,
references, free estimates. 457-

~~~~n~a~e~~:lcall 5~~93~:fcir

RESPIRATORY TECHNICIANS.
IMMEDIATE full-time and P!lrttime openings for a graduate of an

457·4422

nished. Call 549-4013.

2910154

ANNOUNCEMENTS !f:

mile

~e~~OQc~~r;~' b~rti:,iSf~re: ::r~
peted. 45H924 or 549-2487.

HAYRIDE PARTIES! SCENIC
hayride and bonfir'!. Fun for all
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Clinical Center expands
services for students
by Leon Smith
Staff Writer

The SIU-C Clinical Center is
expanding its services for
students.
The Clinical Center nas institutionalized a program to
serve
learning
disabled
students. These services had in
the past been provided by
Project Achieve, which had
been funded by federal funds.
The program is now being
provided to students, employees, and the community on
"a partial cost recovery basis,"
according to Alden M. Hall.
manager of the Clinical Center.
Partial cost recoverv m!!3nS
that a small fee wilf now be
charged for the services.
However, Hall said "These fees
will never as expensive as those
of the lI~tside world."
The Clinical Center, with
main offices in the Wham
Building, serves a three-fold
purpose. The Clinical Center

provides practicai experience
for students in fields of occupation related to the center's
programs. It provides therapy
services to SIU-C students,

:~f~~= :~~ ~~~~~~:!~

for SIU researchers.
Hall has been manager of the
Clinical Center for the past 26
years. The Clinical Center
provides services such as
physical therapy, psychiatric
and psychological counseling.

I

Printing Plant

SC COPIES
-whl/e-you-walt-servlce-

• Thesl. Copies - on
rag content paper •
&Covernight service.
• Multi-page originals
mustleed in
document feeder.

• Plain white paper
copies - otl.3I' paper
at additional charge.
• All sales tax
included in above
prices.

529-3115

&aff Photo by Scott Shaw

Saluld Shaker SheUey Flehtel performs daring halftime at the SIU-C, Drake footbaU game.

River, strealDs swatnp town
By John Barbour
Associated Press Writer
CLIFTON, Ariz. (AP) - It was
expected. Not on any certain
year, day or hour. But "sooner
or later," the Army Corps of
Engineers said in 1979. it would
come.
And a week ago Saturday, it
did. The San Francisco River,
originating in the bi~ forests of
New Mexico. aided 6y dozens of
rain-bloated streams, barged
into this hard-luck canyon town
of 4,200 and swamped all but a
fraction of its bomes and
businesses.
This was one of the hardest bit

communities in the flooding
across Arizona last week that
left damage estimated at $416
million,. witb 1,350 homes
destroyed or beavily damaged
and 13 people dead with two
missing. No one was killed in
Clifton.
Standing over a map of the
town from the 1979 report, town
Administrator Manuel Perea
turned to two visitors from the
j:orps of Engineers in the
cOUnty Jail, now converted into
a city hall-county command
post, and said, "You bit it right 100 percent."
The town has seen lhe San
Frajlcisco rage over its banks 15

LiUEJAZZ

times since 1891, when Clifton
was barely 20 years old. The
worst previous flood was in
1906, when waters 6 feet bi~
rolled through. Last week, the
waters were as high as 9 feet,
ceiling-high in most homes.
They left a shimmering sea of
mud that has the t.'onsistency
and feel of gritty pasb-y dough.
It clings to everything when wet
and floats in the air when dry.
Some of the more than two
dozen highway patrolmen on
emergency duty wear gauze
masks. National Guardsmen
and women labor in mud·
stained fatigues.

!
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II Covone·s: fI Pizza Challge
"

Clip out this ad for
$1.00 off any size pizza I

I

• Thin style Pizza
• Deep Pan Pizza

I
I~

I~

I

549-0718

•

Stuffed Pizza

Sandwiches

II

Italian Beef
Sausage
B'... rgers

I

Andn~:~more

Cou,lon goad thru 10/6-10/16

I
I

-----------------------~---~
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with
JOHN MOULDER
&
GUS PAPPELIS

Lounge
Pre.ents
Ladle. Night
Every Wednesday Night
Drink SpeCials for the Ladles
And Complimentary Flower
Guys & Gals Dancing

Fashion Show

Students cotmnent on Lebanon

Toda)r~s puzzle
ACROSS

63 Paral1ellze
var
64 Meat dish
66 Promising
one
67 SiCily city
68 Thr~aC:: pref
69 Unkind
70 Gentle-

1 legislatIon
5 Flutter
9 Chemical
compound
14 Seek buy~
15 POlS,)"
16 Clarno,

;;~~~;;".~~~~I

20

71

;'~Odnoghl

~~:~~k

Puzzle answers
are onPage 15.

DOWN

21
23
25
26
28
32
37
38

Bewitched
1 On the move
Prompt
2 Bit of work
Mock
3 Venerated
Ladder pari
emblem
Bed cano9Y
4 Language
Shames
5 G-men
Carved slab
6 Take 11 easy
"FareweW'
7 About
Lat
8 Gaspe rc"..
39 Dallied
. 9 Sheathes
41 Fatrma's son 10 Earliest
42 Go-getters
11 Shade
45 Mr. FiXlt
12 Itahan
family
48 Trial
50 Roof piece
13 Tall grass
51 Plants
18 Slow: mus.
54 Burns a bit
22 Bowler
sa Wood cutters 24 Batter
621nchned
27 Humble

1

2

3

4

15

6

29 Yoke
30 Ms. Fitzgerald
31 Precip.
32 Wainscot
33 Man's name
34 Kernel
35 Cereal
36 Month: abbr.
40 Platform
43 Gas producer
44 NaCI factory
4601 pelvic
7

8

9

15

14

11

47
49
52
53
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
65
10

bones
Leasing
Portion
Mutineer
Coliseum
Presenler
Resin
Fine fiddle
Pouches
Cabal
Fruit
Convey
Sprite
11

12

19

30

;~a

40

139

143

13

16

1

..

B:f Jeff Curl
Sludent Writer
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44

31

41
46

47

'll':J~ttt)111I
___fj=trT~I!JI54
49

48

55

~ I~~
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56

57

61 . 6 2
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Six of nine mal~ students
interviewed on campus Wed'nesday said they were glad the
U.S. Marines in Lebanon are
finally able to l'se fire power,
and added that they are not yet
concerned much perst'nally
about U.S. forces being there.
Dave Couper, sophomore in
flight
and
aviation
management,
said
the
American peacekeeping force
"defeats its purpose_"
"We should go in to win or
don't go in at all," he said. "It's
better than having the Marines
stand around with their hands
tied behind their backs_"
Like most of those interviewed, Scott Piech, junior in
electronics, had only "read a
little" about Beirut in the Daily
F~tian. He said the only time
he talked about Beirut to his
friends was when they ~vere
discussing the draft
"I'm registered," he said. "U
there was a war over there. I
gUess I would be drafted."
Piech said he did not see
much public concern over
Ameri::an troops there, but said
that public feelings, possibly in
the form of vengeance, may
increase if more Marines are
killed.
Scott Stablein, a junior in
• :l~counting, said the troops in
Beirut "seem like they're in fox
holes getting shot at, and that's
it" He added that he sees no
purpose for Americans serving
in Lebanon_
'I guess our purpose is to keep
the peace. but that's not doing
any good," he said.
Stablein said he and some of
his fri:mds orten make comments while watching news
coverage of Beirut, "like
Reagan ought to sit in the fox
holes to get a view of what it's

•,----------------------------~----~~-----~
WITH HAIR CUT AIR WAVE
•
I
A FREE CONDITIONING
.1

•
..

($5.00 Value)
Bring In Thl. Coupon And Save

•

the ciVIl war is becaul;e the
like."
Stablein said the civil war region has a lot of (iii.
A senior in engineering from
between the Christians and the
Muslims is really the U.S. Iran who asked that his name be
witheld said Pr 'Sident Reagan
versw the Russians.
Bob Gleason, a former is causing ill fedings in the
Marine going to school on the world's Muslim population.
G.l. bill, agreed_
"The U$_ media does not
"It's one big chess game show it, but the U,So is hurting
between the Russians and us," Muslims' feelings all over the
he said. "With all the power we world." he said_
haVE:, we could demolish them
The Lebanese have fought
(the Muslim Druse). But we before, the Iranian said. "Let
('an't because Russia's in them decide what government
they want themselves. The U.S.
there."
Gleason said a major reason is keeping President Gemayal
why the U.S. and the Soviet in power with American forUnion are showing interest in ces."
-

~----·A-Med-·ido-ti·on-G·r·ou·p-isPn·o·w'

" l...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

forming. Beginning and Advanced levels of Meditation
Instruction will be available,
Novice and experienced
meditators are all welcome
to join. Topics for lecture
and discussion will be drawn
from the teachings of
Zen and

~.Krishnamurti.

m~ilitation groUO Tibetan Buddhism,
The Instructor has eight yeors orexperience in Meditation and
consciousness studies. The group will begin Oelobar 19. 1983,
and will meet from 7 to 8:30pm on Wednesday evenIngs at
the Wesley Foundation, 816 S. /IIlnols Ave. (across from McDonald's).

Forenrollment and information contact Steve Ellis
at 549-0459,

ti()U'- 11- f'
Tom Collins 70~
,,\I~I'I~RSOOS n...J SilO'"
t-iapp~'

LUNCH SPECIAL'

Hot Do~~§ 35e~,
'/IENNA ALL BEEF

.

10a~3l.m

.

11[t!)B .LIIS ~L
~
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Vikings run over Bears
with Galbreath, Nelson
CHICAGO (APJ - With Air
Minnesota making onJy limited
flight since the sf'ason-ending
injury to regular quarterback
Tommy Kramer, Vikings Coach
Bud Grant trotted out a pair of
buses named Tony Galbreath
and Darrin Nelson to run over
the Chicago Bears.
"I haven't played that much
and I needed to get hit to
remember what it was like,"
Galbreath said Sunday, after
rushing for 104 yards on 16
carries and a touchdown in
Minnesota's 23-14 National
Football League win over
Chicago.

Before leaving in the third
quarter, Nelson ran 78 yards on
10 carries. He and Galbreath
eached ripped of( long touchdown runs. Nelson went 56
yards on the Vikings first
possessiun for his first NFL
touchdown and the longest run
from scrimmage by a Viking
this season.
"At the end, Darrin came out
because he cramped up," said
Grant. "He hasn't run that far
since he's been with us."
Galbreath broke oif a 52-yard
scoring run midway through the
third quarter to break the game
open.

ENTER THE $T. JUDFSIlE$EAfiCH
H()s'PffAlIOK ROAD RACE
$flrti!I! ti... is
R~1thttioa
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Looking for space
Quarterback Rick Jobnson scrambles to buy time Salukis' game against Drake. The game was
while looking for Ii receiver Saturday in th!! Jobnson's first at bome this season.

DRAKE from Page 20
Johnson, playing at home for
the first time this season,
completed 16 of 26 passes for 262
yards and one touchdown, including an 87-yard touchdown
pass to split end Cecil Ratliff.
On that drive, the Salukis
started at their I-yard line
following a punt. Taylor gained
12 yards of breathing room on
first down. He ran off tackle,
broke through the line, slid to
his right, and broke another
tackle before being stopped.
After an incompletion,
Johnson hit Ratliff for the
longe~t pass play in SIU-C
history. Ratliff caught the pass
at the SIU-C 35-yard line, broke
free of one tackler - lOSing his
shoe in the process and
outran defensive back Shawn
Johnson to the end zone.
Johnson's perfoi'mance,
though, was m!lrred by four
interceptions, includilJg three in
the fll"St half. Drake I:ould have
intercepted at least two more

passes, but the defensive backs
could not hold on to the football.
"I was throwing the ball
high," Johnson said. "I was
letting the ball go early. On a
couple of square-ins, I threw the
ball early and had them picked
off."
Defensively, the Salukis gave
up their first fourth-quarter
points of lie season when Drakp.
scored wiliJ 11:50 left in the
game. The Bulldogs were down
21-3 and used 18 plays to dJ ive 80
yards in 7:40. Running back
Tom Holt scored on a I-yard
ph.nge.
Linebackers Granvillp Butler
and Collins led the SaJukis with
16 tackles each, while Butler
also recurded two sacks,
recovered a fumble and intercepted a ~ss.
Butler, though, was not in a
happy mt."ld following the win.
"I didn't play that well,"
Butler said. "I'd feel a lot worse
if we had lost, but we didn't."

Defensive ends Dan Wetzel
and Mike Brascia made 1-1 and
12 tackles and each had a sack.
Cornerback Terry Taylor was
injured early in the second
quarter with a twisted knee.
Taylor said his injury occurred
when he tried to complete a
tackle that Collins had started
on a Turning back.
"The tailback dove at my
knee," Taylor said. "They were
chopping at my knee all the
time I was in there."
Taylor said he should miss
onJy two days of practice.
Dempsey said he will work on
boosting his squad's morale this
week in practice and he expect:;
his team to rebounrl from ils
disa~pointment agaim;t Drake.
"I ve lost games that I was
supposed to have won,"
Dempsey said. "These quys
won today, but yet the) feel like
they lost. I think the reason the
kids are down is because the
score was 7-0 so fast."

011. sure we could cut
down on the size, use
artifiCial cheese, skimp on
the items and then sell it
two 101' one. But we just
don't believe in doing
business that way.
For over 20 years. we've
been making the best
pizza WE' Know how, and
we've been delivering it
free. in 30 minutes 01' loss.
call us tor~ig"t.

TIlis is
no cheap
pizza!

r------------·-----R'--~
S1.OO off any 16- pizza
Special of the Month

Seagrams

V.O.

754

Bacardi &Coke

75_

One coupon per pizza
Expires: 12/31/83
Tax inc. 'uded in price.
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Dempsey says squad
tvon't get carried atvay
By Dan Devine
Starr Writer

It took one play last year to
crumple Saluki playoff hopes a long last-second touchdown
pass by Arkansas State t.'lat
beat SIU-C and took all the fun
out of the season for the Salukis.
It was the team's first loss
after the three wins that started
the season, but worse, it left the
Salukis
a
dispirited,
disillusioned lot. 'l'he hangover
lasted four games and when it
was over those playoff hopes
were just a vague meuory.
All because of one play.
Saluki Coach Rey Dell'psey
doesn't think the same thing can
happen this year. The current
Saluki edition, he said, is a year
older, a year wiser and less
likely to get carried away with
playoff dreams.
"The difference is they know
what they went through," said
Dempsey. "They have more
composure. You notice we don't
have the celebrations in the
locker room after we win like
we did last year. We're more

like a pro team."
receivers.
Last year the Salukis chanted
"We weren't as intense" said
songs and destroyed l()('ker Dempsey to the ObserverS, who
rooms after their first three expected a slaughter similar to
victories. Afh~l' Saturday's win, t.he beatings SIU-C has applied
which pushed their record 1IJ 6- t.) Western nlinois, Southeast
0, nobody sang and n(>OOdy Missouri ~.:ate and Northern
banged on lockers.
Iowa.
It was their sloppiest perBut Dempsey resisted the
fonnance of the season, true, a urge to chastise his team ~, the
lethargic win over an !HI team, half. Before halftime he
but the team's obsession seems . gat.'tered his assistants and told
to be with the next game, and them to take it easy on the
not the NCAA Division I-AA players.
playoffs.
"We refused to get on tb'!:-'l,-'
"We really do take it one said Dempsey.
game at a time," said DempThat w~s partly because
sey, and his players echo the Dempsey expected some sort of
company line.
letdown after the Salukis' fast
"We're not worried about the start. He said that his pre-game
rankings as long as we keep nrediction was for a score of
winning," said linebacker l'something like 27-6."
Granville Butler.
The memory of last year's
SIU-C looked in control collective letdown may have
almost f~!lm tte beginning prompted the soft touch too,
Saturday, but it wasn't showing although Dempsey said this
itseU on ti!! scoreboard. The year's team is more likely to
Salukis led 14-3 at haUtime over bounce back from a setback.
a team with no def,'nse and a
quarterback who threw more
"Last year's team was a
passes to his teammates on the great team," he said. "We have
sidelines than he did to his own more character this year."

Sox believe lvinning pennant
wasn't llleant to be this year
By Joe MooshU

AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) - It took
three straight losses to the
Baltimore Orioles to convince
the Chicago White Sox they
weren't meant l) win the
American League pennant.
"It just wasn't meant to be,"
said Harold Baines who twice in
the last two games was robbed
of hits before he broke an o-for14 slump with a pair of singles
and a walk in his last three at
bats.
"Maybe, it wasn't meant to
be," said Britt Burns who kept
White Sox hopes alive with
brilliant shutout pitching until
Tito Landrwn homered with
one out in the 10th inning
Saturday.
While the White Sox displayed
dissappointment at being
knocked out of the running, they
took manager Tony LaRus.'I8'S
advice: "Don't hang your
heads, you all know what you
have done, it has been a great
year."

"Sure I'm disappointed," said
LaRussa. "But that will only
last until I get home and start
playing with my kids."
LaRussa did not use the "it
wasn't meant to be cry." but he
intimated as much.
"It seemed as if the Orioles
had the right guys in the rigf'.
spot all the time," said
LaRussa. "Baines hits the ball
hard Friday nildlt, right at
(Rich) Dauer who turns the
double play.
"Baines leads off the fourth
inning Saturday with what
should have been a. double and
\ Gary) Roenicke is .-!gbt there
to rob him.
"Juice (Julio Cruz) gets th"
hit at the right time and the only
place he can hit it where we
can't score is to Roenicke" said
LaRussa, his voi~e trailing off
and his thoughts turning to what
might have hapP.E!ned if not for
Jerry Dybzinski's mistake.
LaRussa does not like to dwell
on mistakP.8, especially in the
case of a player like Dybzinski.
He put "The Dibber" in the.

lineup to provide some spark,
probably recalling that it was
Dybzinski's appearance in the
lineup last May which helped
turn the season around for the
White Sox.
"I'm a good bunter and I'm 8
good base runner," Dybzinski
would be saying later.
With two men on, Dybzinski's
bunt was fielded by catcher
Rick Dempsey who threw to
third for a force out.
Cruz followed with a single to
left and Dybzinski, thinking
Vance Law would score,
rounded second with his head
down and suddenly was trapped
as Law had stopped at third.
"In my mind I thought the
play would be at the plate," said
Dibber. "Suddenly, I was in the
twilight zone, I felt like a
beached whale."

With Dybzinski hung up, Law
tried to score and was thrown·
out at the plate by Dauer on a .
play which typified Oriole
excellence of execution.

GOLF from Page 20
theiser at Purdue was teammate Lisa Bremer, who carded
a pair of 81s to claim third on
the team. Bremer also shared
17th at the Northern Intercollegiates.

fi:~!dm:: s-::~~esBeCh~!d

Bremer, notching two rounds of

82.

Senior Sue Arbogast had a
disappointing tournament,
shooting an 86 and an 82 to laKid
fifth in McGirr's lineup. Last
week McGirr said Arbogast had
problems with her concentration at the Intercollegiate
tourney, resulting in a finish at
the lo .....er end of the lineup.
Arbogast played N,). 1 for the
team most of last year, but the
coach said the senior's lack vf
practice time this season is
beginning to show.
Claudia OIgrin llayed sixth
for the Salukis an finished the
same. She carded a 90 all'J a 94
at Purdue.
McGirr said her team's
problems have been the sam.;.
all season.
"We just aren't getting a few
scores in the low 70s," she said.

"Other teams throw two low
scores at us and we can't come
back. We just need that little
extra.
"We ~ot good play from Barb
and LIsa (Kartheiser). We
didn't have a supportin~ cast,
though. We need contribution
from everyone.
"We really need to do some
work on our short game_ Our
puttiug is killing us, and the
greens were real tough this
weekend. Morale is still good,
and the kids are anxious to get
out and practice. We're playing
well, but coming up just short."
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Two New Reasons
To Eat At PonderQsa
FAMll..V NIGiff
Monday & Tuesday After 4 P.M.

Chopped
Steak
Vallie Mea!

Ribeye
Steak
Value Mea

$1.99

$2.49

• Includes Baked Potato, Roll with Butter
• Unlimited Salad Bar

LUNCHEON SPECIAL
Monday. Saturday 11 A.M.• 4 P.M.

Register this week
Workshops start October 17
There'•• tlll room for participation In the following
Student Center Craft. hop Work.hop.
Porcelain
Advanced Callngraphy
Hammock.
Ba.lc Woodworking

Chopped
Steak
Value Meal

Ribeye
Steak
Value Meal

$1.99

$2.49

• Includes Baked Potato, Roll with Butler
• Unlimited Salad Bar

Cake Decorating
Fibers

Stained Glall
Watercolor

CRAFT SHOP

In K-Mart Plaza
across

from
University Mall

At Participofing &eakhouses.
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Gridders 90mber after victory
By Jim Lexa
Staff Writer
If fans had walked into the
SIU-C locker room Saturday
after the Salukis' 28-9 victory
ov~r Drake, they might have
thought the Salukis had lost
instead of won by 19 points
A somber mood dominatPd
the locker room after the
Salukis boosted their _'Cord to
6-0. They are almost certain to
movE' up a notch from their No.
3 ranking in the NCAA I-AA
football poll after No. 2 Colgate
lost 21-18 to NO.6 Holy Cross.
Drake fell to (H).
SIU-C certainly did not play
like a highly-ranked team. The
squad los~ one of three fumbles,
threw fou, intercelltions and
was J)t:1lalized eight times for 53
yard....
~luki C~ch Rey Dempsey
saId he was Just happy that his
team won instead of losing.
"We played five fantastic
games this year," Dempsey
said. "It's pretty hard to keep
that level of performance up
game-alter-game.
'.
"The players are let' down
right now because they wanted
to play better, but didn't. They
should be happy, though, and
not disappointed. They didn't
lose 13-12. They won by 19
points."
The Salukis won with two big
plays that brought the season's
largest home crowd, estimated
at 14,700, to its feet.
The first was the fourth play
of the game. With Drake at its
own 23-yard line facing third
and seven, the Bulldogs elected
to quick punt.
Backup freshman qual'·
terback John Lawrence lined up
in the back field, took the pit·
chout from starting quar.
terback Ray Gronowski and
tried punting the ball with a
side-winding style just two
Staff Photo by ScoU Shaw yards behind the line of
scrimmage.
Flanker JaveD Hegg!! tries to break a Drake tackle and pick up a few extra yards for SIU:C.
. Saluki linebacker Fabray
Collins burst through the line,
blocked the punt, picked it up
and returned it 16 yards for the
i.t·uchdo·.vn. After Ron Miller

Harriers even record

with victory over MSU
By David WUbeim
Staff Writer
The women's cross cow:try
team ran its dual meet record to
2-2 Saturday, defeating Murray
State 21-35 in the ninth SaJuki
Invitational.
The SaJukis were led by Lisa
Reimund, who finished second
overall with a time of 18:42.
Murray State's Kathy Hein led
all runners with an 18:l9,
estclblishing a new course
record.
Despite the absence of Lisa
Hicks, who was injured during
the race, and SaJly Za'~k, the
harriers ran well. Clutch performances from two back
runners, Odette James and
Christine Doelling, provided the
Salukis with the necessary
punch needed in Zacks' and
Hicks' place. Lori Ann Bertram
came through with a third place
fmish (19:20).
"It was a pleasant victo?,
with an unusuaJ set of results, '
Coach Don DeNoon said. "We
did Olle major thing. A couple of
our back rurtners were running
well. Odette James finished
fourth (19:37) and sM is usually
our No.7 or 8 runner. ~tine
Doelling finished fifth (19:47)
and she hadn't competed since
the first meet. She also had a
two minute improveme"lt."
The Salukis had an average
improvement of 85 seconds per

athlete since the fll'St meet Sept.
10 against Dlinois State {In tM
home course.
"The athletes are improving
time-wise," said DeNoon. "If
we continue that, we'll look
respectable.
"We've lose a couple of
athletes over the last two
weeks," he said. "Athletics is
that way. You hope and pray
yoo won't have kids injured, but
that's not reality. When you run
at high levels, you're bound to
have some kids with problems ...
Zack is out for about six:
weeks with a broken foot.
DeNoon said it was not yet
known how serious Hicks' in·
jury is. She dropped out of the
race at about the 2-mile marx
because of a foot injury.
DeNoon said she "jumped over
something and when she came
tfown she beard something
pop."
"She's on crutches now," he
'said. "When she went down, she
was in third place. We could
have had five runners in before
their (Muray State's) second
&nd another girl in the 198."
The recent rain probably
slowed the runners' times down.
according to DeNoon
"It was a slower course," he
said. ''The ground was softer
than it has been. We had the
rain and it hadn't really dried
out yet. The fooling was rough
and not rea] even.
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''The kids compE'~ hard,"
he continued. "Murray State

took off fast. Our kids ran tough
all the way. Murray State had
been comreting well. At the
Kentucky Invitational two
weeks ago they finished sixth
out of 12 and last week they
finished second at the
Southeastern Missouri Invitational. From ~ news release
I'd seen, they were happy with
their performance."
Murray States' Kathy Hein
set the new ~ourse recod
despite the slow track. She
shattered the ola record of 19:05
with an impressive 18:19.
"She ran well," DeNoon said.
"S~ built up a good lead from
the beginning. It was difficult
for Lisa (Reimund> to catch her
because she was running by
herself. Still, she was only 12
seconds slower than her personal best.
"It's been a good year;" said
DeNoon. "Our goa] was to get
the
maximum
accomplishments from each
athlete. I think we've done that.
Everyone is going out and
having their best personal race.
If we get the maximum performance' from each athlete,
who knows what will happen?
::~,~ust take it one meet at a
Next week the Salukis travel
to Edwardsville to compete in
the Dlinois Intercollegiates.

kicked the extra point, the
Salukis led Hl with just 39
seconds gone in the game.
A rout appeared in the
making.
After gaining one first down,
Drake was forced to punt. The
Salukis took over at their 32yard line.
SIU-C moved the ball 39 yards
to its 29-yard line, where it
faced a fourth and one. While
gOing for the first down, the
Salukis set the trend for the day
by drawing an illega.l procedure

Around the MVC
SIU-C
Drake

28
9

Indiana St.
Bail St.

35

Illinois St.
W. Texas St.

24

Texas-Arlingtion
Wichita St.

34

Tulsa
New Mexico St.

24
10

14
24
U

MVC standings
lllinois

st.

2-{)"'1

3-2-1

SIU-C
Tulsa

1-0-0

IHI-O

1-0-0

3-3-0

Wichita st.

1-0-0

1-5-{)

W. Texas St.

(HH

0-5-1

Indiana St.

0-1-0

nr~ke

1}3-{)

4-2-{)
Il-&O

penalty, forcing them back five
yards to fourth and sbc
On the next play, Saluki
quarterback Rick Johnson
overthrew running
back
Derrick Taylor at the 2O-yard
line. A completion would have
given SIU-C at least a first
down, for Taylor had room to
gain more yardage and possibly
turn the play into a touchdown.
See DRAKE, Page 18

Golfers third again
at Purdue tourney
By Sherry CbisenhatD
Sports Editor
Old habits couldn't be broken
at Purdue over the weekend,
with the SaJuki women's golf
team claiming its customary
third-place finish.
Coach Mary Beth McGirr's
club brought home its third
consecutive finish at the No. 3
position in the Lady Boiler·
maker Invitational, but McGirr
said she wasn't disappointed in
her team's showing.
The SaJ1..l1tis were still unable
to
o'(ercome
Gateway
Collegiate Athletic Conference
foe Dlinois State, which finished
second. The Redbirds have
edged SJU-e three times during
the faU season, but McGirr's
team won't get another cradt at
them until spring competition.
Only 36 holes of the 54-hole
match were played, with the
second round cancelled because
of rain.
Purdue snared top honors in
West lafayette, Ind., finishing
fll'St WIth rounds of 314 and 311
for a 625. Illinois State was
second with a 319 and a 312 for a
631 total.
The Salukis captured third
with a 321 and 317 to finish seven
strokes back of the ~birds'
The closest squad to SIU-C
was Dlinois with a 647, behind
rounds of 329 and 318. Wisconsin

was fifth with a 659.
Purdue's Lori Heiden took
medalist honors with rounds of
77 and 74 for a 151. Cindy
DeWolf of ISU finished second
individually with a pair of 768.
SIU-C's Barb Anderson was
third overall with a 79 and a
five-over-par 77 for a 156, four
strokes behind DeWolf.
Anderson has come on strong
for the Salukis this season,
finishing at the top of McGirr's
lineup last weeiend at the
Northern Intercollegiates, as
weL as topping the club at
Purdue.
Anderson said last week shehas made necessary adjustments in her short game
and feels confident she can put
together a good season.
SJU-C's second finisher was
junior Lisa Kartheiser, who hllE.

~J:n:lJrsU£t ~~~y

Kartheiser carded a 79 and a
78 for a 157, finishing one stroke
behind Anderson and tying for
fourth overall.
Kartheiser tied fInished in a
six-way tie for 17th among 95
play~rs last week in the Northern Intercollegiates. She's
been nothing but consistent for
SIU-C this season and has kept a
firm grip on thoe No. 2 slot.
Five strokes behind KarSee GOLF, Page 19

